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MEMBRANE CHLOR-ALKALI 
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MERCURY FREE  
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MANAGEMENT  
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OF SULPHATE FROM 
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IN NON-HAZARDOUS  
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THE COOLING TOWER  
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PRODUCTION OF DM WATER 
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WASTE GENERATION
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FOR CHLOR-ALKALI  
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SECOND STAGE RO  

PLANT FOR RECYCLE  
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&  
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ICC AWARD  
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OF MERIT FOR WATER 
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT  

IN CHEMICAL  
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2013

GREENTECH  
ENVIRONMENT  

AWARD 2013–WINNER 
OF SILVER CATEGORY 
IN CHEMICAL SECTOR 

FOR OUTSTANDING 
ACHIEVEMENT IN 

ENVIRONMENT  
MANAGEMENT
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Dedicated to 
FOUNDER CHAIRMAN

Dr. C. H. Krishnamurthi Rao 
Founder Chairman

(07.11.1940 - 19.01.2012)

Technocrat, Master Innovator 
and a Visionary

It is  our Founder Chairman’s vision, perseverance, and quest for innovations that have helped  
the Group to achieve its current success. He was always passionate on being “clean and green” and all 
his business  undertakings were aimed at  sustaining the environment, energy conservation and the         

well-being of the society at large.
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Message from 
CHAIRMAN

WELCOME
To the First Sustainability Report of Chemfab Alkalis Limited (CCAL) 

(where innovation and technology breathe environment, economic  
and social commitment)

Environment protection, sustainability and technological innovation have and continue to be an essential part of the DNA 
since our inception in 7.7.77. A pioneer in the Chlor-alkali sector, right from its inception in 1985, CCAL has been diligently 
churning out technologies, once looked upon as mere laboratory curiosities, into path breaking, sustainable practical 
realities. These have indeed provided the much-needed impetus for economic growth and environment sustainability of 
the industry in this country. CCAL’s objectives remain firmly rooted in the pivotal pillars of environment, sustainability 
and social commitments.  The successful commissioning of India’s first membrane-based Chlor-Alkali Plant dispelled all 
the misgivings about this newly introduced technology. It was proved beyond doubt that Membrane Technology is indeed 
a viable process that contributed to huge savings in power besides being extremely Environment-friendly.  In fact, after 
looking at CCAL’s performance, Government of India thought it fit to bring in a Notification which mandated that “future 
modernisation and capacity enhancement in the Chlor-alkali sector should  be only through Membrane Cell Technology”. 
 Needless to add, this only goes to reaffirm the Group’s commitment in implementing environment-friendly technologies, 
especially for CCAL which has been pioneering this practice since 1985.
 The launch of this voluntary Sustainability Report would propel CCAL move forward with a structured approach 
towards future sustainable development. Emulating the principles of sustainability and safety in our operations has helped 
the powerful transformation of our company into an industry leader in implementing innovative technologies for energy 
savings, environment protection and safety practices in the plant. 
 Evaluation of environment/safety and sustainable parameters in whatever we do has helped us to implement unique 
technologies with remarkable success. We treasure this success and commitment and dedicate this to the immense efforts, 
hard work and vision of our Founder Chairman, CCALmates, dedicated business partners (vendors), associates and of 
course, the very reason for our identity, i.e. our customers.
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MESSAGE FROM CHAIRMAN
CCAL First Sustainability Report 2014–15

Moving forward, with a view to have a better synergy of the company’s vision and development of core competencies, an 
ambitious training program on skill development and behavioural aspects was taken up and is proceeding in the right 
direction. Human resources support systems were developed for better social engagement. CSR programs have also been 
initiated and implemented to improve the quality of learning in children in the marginalized sections of the society who 
reside in remote villages and also for imparting vocational skills to the differently-abled. On the health and hygiene front, 
we also provide clean drinking water to the surrounding villages.  I strongly believe that with these initiatives and more of 
such to come, we will continue to make a positive impact on the environment / society around us and contribute our might 
in making it a better place. 
 I must add that CCALmates are ever eager and enthusiastically engage in framing the company’s sustainability objectives 
such as energy savings, greenhouse gases reduction, business milestones, products and process development. Some of 
the technologies developed in-house for chlorine leak mitigation, greenhouse gases reduction, substitution of treatment 
chemicals with green processes exemplifies CCAL’s capability in achieving it’s sustainability goals.  We are proud to say 
that we hold the distinction of being the lowest specific water consumption unit and effectively manage a vast biodiversity 
having 35331 trees inside the campus. This commitment towards the environment has resulted in an increase in dense forest 
cover within the campus four folds over the last 24 years.
 Even as we forge ahead, building up varied initiatives into our business in the Chlor-alkali sector, we continue to be 
deeply committed to the well-being of CCALmates whose health and well being have always been our foremost concern.  
In line with promoting a culture of safety, this year witnessed the successful implementation of the first of its kind Process 
Safety Management System at CCAL, wherein we are committed to climate change adaptation, mitigation and the reduction 
of greenhouse gases. CCAL has also been fully involved in the India GHG Programme.
 Industrial grade salt is the main raw material and its availability depends on nature. New salt fields were acquired in 
2013 which are slated to go on commercial production shortly and would cater to the current and future requirements of 
CCAL.
 With the changing environment in the country and looking at the future business challenges, we must keep abreast with 
the technology and all regulatory norms, and I assure all our stakeholders that we will continue to adopt feasible sustainable 
technology and processes in all our operations.
 I am confident that with an excellent young and experienced leadership team as well as enterprising CCALmates, the 
company will achieve all its sustainability goals. I am certain that our efforts will be supported and appreciated by all the 
stakeholders.
 This sustainability report is our pledge to contribute to a sustainable and inclusive future. 
I thank all our CCALmates and stakeholders for their contribution on this remarkable journey for a better tomorrow.

The first rule of sustainability is to align with natural forces or  
at least not try to defy them.

Suresh Krishnamurthi Rao
Chairman
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 To achieve market leadership  
through highly efficient operations,  

best practices and environment-friendly technology,  
thereby generating significant value  

to all stakeholders. 

VISION STATEMENT
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INTRODUCING CHEMFAB ALKALIS LIMITED
CCAL First Sustainability Report 2014–15

ABOUT THE COMPANY
Chemfab Alkalis Limited (CCAL) is an industrial company engaged in the manufacture of caustic soda, chlorine and other 
inorganic basic chemicals principally in India. The company has been incorporated in 1983. The company is publicly traded 
on the National Stock Exchange and Bombay Stock Exchange. It established  first Membrane Cell Caustic Soda Plant and 
commenced its production from July, 1985. The shareholding pattern is depicted in the following chart.

CCAL’s net profit for the reporting period as on 31st March 2014 and 31st March 2015 were Rs. 1,645 lakhs and Rs. 
1,023 lakhs respectively. As on 31st March 2015, the total numbers of employees in CCAL were 175. Collective bargaining 
agreements have been covered for all CCAL workmen. 
 CCAL manufactures the following chemicals: caustic soda lye (33% & 48% grade), liquid chlorine, hydrogen gas filled 
in specially designed manifold trucks, hydrochloric acid, sodium hypochlorite (bleach liquor) and barium sulphate. The 
company is licensed to produce the following quantities of each product: caustic soda lye (33,000 TPA [tonnes per annum]); 
liquid chlorine (28,700 TPA); hydrochloric acid (12,730 TPA); sodium hypochlorite (2,100 TPA); hydrogen gas (3 MCM 
[million cubic metre]) and barium sulphate (330 TPA). It has an installed production capacity of 125 TPD (tonnes per day)  
of caustic soda.
 CCAL, with an objective to nurture backward areas in the country and to contribute to the overall socio-economic 
development of Puducherry, has located the Chlor-alkali plant, in a notified industrial area in Kalapet. The area was earlier a 
piece of dry, barren land consisting of uneven terrains, 12 kms away from Puducherry. CCAL was invited to Puducherry by 
the then local Government and the location was identified and notified as an industrial area by the Puducherry Government 
in order to encourage investment. 
 CCAL is established in about 37 acres of land of which approximately 9 acres is the plant/facility area. The entire plant 
facility is surrounded by lush greenery, and thus a vast green belt comprising trees, herbs, shrubs and lawns covers more 
than 70% of the total area. 
 The key inputs for CCAL’s production process are salt, water, and energy. CCAL has used backward integration and 
set up a salt field about 40 km from Chlor-alkali plant site. It is getting good quality salt for the membrane cell electrolyser 
at a very low cost and reduced transportation cost. The Electricity Department of Government of Puducherry provides 
electricity for CCAL’s manufacturing location.
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CCAL engages several vendors for the supply of raw materials. CCAL ensures that the vendors are screened for adherence to 
their safety policies and practices. The table captures the number of vendors CCAL engages for the supply of raw materials.

S.No. Item Description No of Vendors

I Raw Material & Chemicals

1 Industrial Grade Salt 12

2 Barium Chloride Solution 3

3 Soda Ash Light 6

4 Sodium Sulphite Tech Grade 3

5 Sodium Bi-sulphite 2

6 Sulphuric Acid (98%) 5

7 Magnofloc 1

8 Nitrogen Gas 2

Total 34

II Energy

1 Furnace Oil 2

2 Fuel Additive 1

3 Diesel 2

4 Electricity 1

Total 6

CCAL plays an active role with several industry bodies pertaining to the Indian Chlor-alkali industry. These include Alkali 
Manufacturers Association of India (AMAI), Confederation of Indian Industries (CII), Federation of Indian Chambers of 
Commerce & Industry (FICCI), Indian Chemical Council (ICC) etc.
 CCAL has its registered office at the “TEAM House”, GST Salai, Vandalur, Chennai – 600 048 and its 
plant in ‘Gnanananda Place’, Kalapet, Puducherry. The point of contact for the information in this report is  
Mr. T. Jayachander, GM (Technical). Any query or suggestions, with respect to this report, may be addressed to Mr. T. 
Jayachander, GM (Technical) at the registered office address or via e-mail to: chemfabalkalis@drraoholdings.com.
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INTRODUCING CHEMFAB ALKALIS LIMITED
CCAL First Sustainability Report 2014–15

GOVERNANCE
The Board has a combination of Non-Executive & Independent Directors and is in conformity with Clause 49 of  
the Listing Agreement with the Stock Exchanges. The details of Directors and Key Managerial Personnel as on 31.03.2015 
were as follows:

S. No Name of Directors Category of Directorship

1 Mr. Ganga Ram Nilacanta Iyer Non-Executive Independent

2 Mr. Chittur Sundar Rao Ramesh Non-Executive Non Independent

3 Mr. Suresh Krishnamurthi Rao Non-Executive Chairman Promoter

4 Mr. Tyagarajan Ramabadran Non-Executive Independent

5 Mrs. Sujatha Jayarajan Non-Executive Independent

6 Mr. Nitin S. Cowlagi CFO

7 Mr. V.M. Srinivasan CEO

The Board of Directors at their meeting held on 30th March, 2015 appointed Mr. T. Ramabadran and Mr. N. Gangaram 
under Section 149 (10) and (11) of the Companies Act, 2013, as recommended by the Nomination and Remuneration 
Committee, as Non-Executive Independent Directors for a term of five consecutive years from 30th March 2015. They are 
not liable to retirement by rotation. Pursuant to the provisions of Section 149 of the Companies Act, 2013 and Clause 49 
of the Listing Agreement with the Stock Exchanges, the Board of Directors of the company at their meeting held on 30th 
March, 2015 appointed Mrs. Sujatha Jayarajan as a Non-Executive Independent Woman Director of the company. 

Board Committees

Risk Management Committee
CCAL has constituted a Risk Management Committee which assists the board in drawing up, implementing, monitoring 
and reviewing the risk management plan. The Committee lays down the risk assessment and minimization procedures 
and reviews the procedures periodically to ensure that the executive management controls the risks through a defined 
framework. 

Audit Committee
The composition of the Audit Committee constituted by the Board in terms of Section 177 of the Companies Act, 2013 and 
Clause 49 (III) of the Listing Agreement with the Stock Exchanges is enumerated on page 34 of the Annual Report 2014-15. 
The Audit Committee acts in accordance with the terms of reference specified by the Board of Directors (Section 177(4) of 
the Act and Clause 49 (III) (D) of the Listing Agreement). The Committee, comprising Non-Executive Directors, monitors 
systems and manages the financial and operational matters of the company. It also oversees the vigil mechanism and is 
obliged to take suitable action against the Directors or employees concerned, if necessary.  The company has established a 
vigil mechanism, also called the Whistle Blower Policy, which is adopted by the Board of Directors and employees to report 
concerns about unethical behaviour, actual or suspected fraud or violation of the company’s Code of Conduct or Ethics 
Policy. 

Nomination and Remuneration Committee
In terms of Section 178 of the Companies Act, 2013 and the Rules prescribed thereunder, the company has set up a 
Nomination and Remuneration Committee which has formulated criteria for determining qualifications, positive attributes 
and independence of a Director. For detailed information refer to page 34-35 of Annual Report 2014-15. 

Stakeholders Relationship Committee
The Board of Directors has constituted a Shareholders’/Investors’ Grievances Committee. The Committee takes care of the 
relations with the stakeholders of the company. It looks into and redresses the Shareholders’ complaints relating to delay in 
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the transfer of shares and non-receipt of annual report/dividend warrants, oversees the performance of registrars & transfer 
agents and recommends measures for overall improvements in the quality of investor services and investor relations. For 
detailed information refer to page 35 of Annual Report 2014-15.

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
The Board has constituted a Corporate Social Responsibility Committee in accordance with Section 135 of the Companies 
Act, 2013. The company is committed to operating in a socially responsible manner in terms of protecting the environment 
and conserving water resources and energy. Details of the CSR Policy drawn up by the company and of CSR expenditure 
and initiatives undertaken during the year 2014-15 are given in Annexure 4 of the Annual Report 2014-15. (For details, 
please visit www.chemfabalkalis.com)
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CCAL First Sustainability Report 2014–15
CCAL’S SUSTAINABILITY PRIORITIES

CCAL’S SUSTAINABILITY APPROACH 
CCAL’s commitment to foster leadership in sustainability and engage stakeholders along its value chain is integral to the 
company’s vision. With innovation at its core, CCAL strives to practice the triple bottom line approach to sustainability – 
contributing both to sustainable development as well as economic success. 
 CCAL has undertaken its materiality evaluation to identify five key areas of action –Natural Capital, Social Capital, 
Human Capital, Innovation and Environmental Excellence and Supply Chain. The materiality assessment also takes into 
account the expectations of key stakeholders for CCAL. On each of these areas, CCAL drives innovation and demonstrates 
leadership in business practices while monitoring performance.

SUSTAINABILITY ORGANOGRAM
The CCAL Corporate Sustainability team is led by a 
Steering Committee  constituted   with     Mr. V. M.  
Srinivasan, CEO; Mr. N. Kalyanasundaram, Sr. Vice 
President – Operations; Mr. Nitin S. Cowlagi, CFO;  
Mr. V. R. Raguraman, Asst. Vice President – HR & 
Admin;  Mr. K. Venugopal, GM(Technical Services); 
Mr. J. Nopalan, DGM(Process); Mr. T. Jayachander, 
GM-Technical (QA/R&D) and Dr. Suneel Pandey, 
Director, TERI.

The Steering Committee deliberates, articulates and 
reviews performance of the sustainability framework for 
CCAL in  the context of its risk management framework 
and business continuity. The Steering Committee guides 
a multi-disciplinary functional Core Group. The Core 
Group is constituted with representatives from various functional departments: Safety, Operations, Finance, Electrical, 
HR, Procurement, Mechanical, Marketing, R&D and Quality Assurance. The team works in collaboration with pertinent 
internal and external stakeholders.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENTS

Name of Stakeholder Expectations Vehicles for Engagements

Customers •  Assured quality of products
•  Timely delivery 

•  Customer surveys
•  Site inspection
•  Online Grievance Redress
•  Customer Helpline

Regulators •  Submission of interim documents for approvals
•  Legal compliance in operations

•  Environmental Monitoring and Impact 
Assessment statements

•  Regulatory compliance reports

Employees •  Competitive remuneration
•  Career and professional development
•  Personal development
•  Performance recognition
•  Safety at workplace

•  Staff consultation & interaction
•  Departmental meetings
•  Staff surveys
•  Annual performance appraisal
•  Skills training, people development, career 

guidance
•  Staff Development Programme
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Business Partners, 
Contractors and 
Suppliers

•  Contract opportunity
•  Continued partnering activities

•  Partnering programs, contract, and site 
meetings, seminars, vendor meetings

Name of Stakeholder Expectations Vehicles for Engagements

Environment •  Sustainable management of the environment
•  Optimization of natural resource use
•  Innovation to protect and restore natural 

environments and biodiversity

•  Protective measures and equipment
•  Risk assessments
•  Energy saving measures in operations

Lenders •  Judicious utilization of funds
•  Completion of Projects as per Schedule
•  Achieve Operational Efficiency
•  Transparency in Processes

•  Interim Assessments
• Progress  Report submission
•  Continuous Monitoring

MATERIALITY EVALUATION
Identification of material issues for CCAL was undertaken by numerous deliberations and consultations with the Core team 
working in the corporate sustainability area, under the guidance of the Steering Committee. The identified material issues 
take into cognizance the business risks for CCAL and its sustainability imperatives. 

Topics Material Issues for 
CCAL

Corresponding GRI G4 Material Aspects Aspect Boundary 
within CCAL

Aspect Boundary 
outside CCAL

Natural Capital Technological 
Sustainability

Materials, Compliance CCAL, Puducherry Not material

Energy sustainability Energy CCAL, Puducherry Not material

GHG emissions and 
carbon sink

Biodiversity, Emissions CCAL, Puducherry Not material

Water conservation Water, Effluents, and Waste CCAL, Puducherry In communities 
we operate

Emergency Preparedness Occupational Health and Safety CCAL, Puducherry In communities 
we operate

Social Capital Corporate social 
responsibility

Local Communities, Grievance Mechanism for 
Impacts on Society

CCAL, Puducherry In communities 
we operate

Human Capital Occupational Health and 
Safety

Occupational Health and Safety CCAL, Puducherry Not material

Employee Engagement Employment, Labor/Management Relations, 
Training and Education, Labour Practices 
Grievance Mechanisms, Freedom of 
Association and Collective Bargaining, Child 
Labour, Forced or Compulsory Labour

CCAL, Puducherry Not material

Innovation and 
Environmental 
Excellence

In-house R&D Materials, Water CCAL, Puducherry Not material

Supply Chain Customer education and 
stewardship

Product and Services, Anti-competitive 
behaviour, Customer Health and Safety, 
Customer Privacy, Product, and Service 
Labelling

CCAL, Puducherry Our customers

Safety during 
transportation and at 
customer end

Transport, Supplier Assessment for Labour 
Practices, Supplier Assessment for Impacts on 
Society

CCAL, Puducherry Our customers, 
transporters
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ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE
CCAL First Sustainability Report 2014–15

DIRECT ECONOMIC IMPACTS
In 2014–15, CCAL generated a revenue of Rs. 13,072.7 lakhs. The direct economic impacts of CCAL are depicted in  
the diagram below. 

GROWTH OF CCAL DURING 2014-15
During the year under review, CCAL generated a net revenue of Rs. 11,039 Lakhs from operations, as against Rs. 11,266 
Lakhs in the previous year and made Profit Before Tax (PBT) of Rs. 1,586 Lakhs in the year under review as against Rs. 2,475 
Lakhs in the previous year. The fall in profit before tax was mainly due to the steep increase in the cost of power, coupled 
with the reduction in sales realization. The fall in international prices of caustic soda made the imports cheaper and led to 
lower product realizations on the domestic front.

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
CCAL employees are covered under various benefits schemes such as gratuity, provident fund, and super annuation. In the 
reporting year 2014-15, a total amount of Rs. 131 lakhs was recognized towards the employee benefits. CCAL has covered 
its employees under the various insurance policies. The following is an indicative list of these policies: group personal 
accident, group mediclaim, employees group insurance, employees deposit linked insurance, employees state insurance, 
and workmen compensation. The coverage to employees is made as per their respective grades.
 Wages offered to employees of all categories adhere to the requirements of the Minimum Wages Act, 1948. CCAL has a 
set a minimum limit for entry level wages for employees in the permanent category. Wage settlement with the labour union 
is arrived at under Section 12(3) of the Industrial Dispute Act for the year 2012-16 and the Certified Industrial Employment 
Standing Order of the year 2014.
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INDIRECT IMPACTS 
Besides giving direct employment, CCAL also provides indirect opportunities for employment and livelihood generation. 
These opportunities are largely driven by the corporate social responsibility programs The details are available in the chapter 
‘Investing in Social Capital’. During the reporting period 2014-15, an amount of Rs. 146.72 lakhs has been invested as a 
contribution to temples and schools in Puducherry. 
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PROTECTING THE NATURAL CAPITAL
CCAL First Sustainability Report 2014–15

TECHNOLOGY SUSTAINABILITY 
After CCAL successfully established its plant and made the membrane cell technology a success story in India, in 1985, the 
Government and the industry realised the enormous advantages of this technology. There was avoidance of mercury and   
energy savings of about 30%. This prompted the Government of India to issue a mandate that all future caustic soda plants 
in the country shall adopt only membrane cell technology.
 CCAL is the first ever plant in India, to adopt “ion exchange membrane technology”, producing caustic soda lye, 
liquid chlorine, hydrochloric acid, hydrogen gas of very high purity (99.99%), sodium hypochlorite and barium sulphate.  
CCAL continues to remain on the forefront in undertaking several initiatives towards technological sustainability.  
The historical and current initiatives of CCAL are enumerated here:

Introduced membrane technology in Chlor-alkali plants for the first time in India
1. Energy efficient, savings of approx 600 KWH/MT of caustic compared to the mercury cell process.

2. Totally eliminated the use of mercury and associated pollution.

FIRST IN INDIA

1985

Introduced ultrafiltration membrane system for brine clarification
Introduced in 2003 and achieved complete change over of UF in 2011-12

1. Elimination of pre-coat filter and alpha cellulose.
2. Savings in virgin wood consumption as a result of elimination of alpha cellulose = 20 MT/annum

3. Quantum of trees felling averted as a result of elimination of alpha cellulose = 28 MT/annum
4. Carbon offset across the life span of the trees (28 MT) = 50 MT

5. Energy conserved : 1.3 lac KWH/annum

FIRST IN THE WORLD

2003

Patented the process for the recovery of barium sulphate from solid waste
1. Reduction in solid waste to the tune of 30%

FIRST IN INDIA

1989

Ultrafiltration technology for recycling of cylinder pit washings
1. Recycle of 2 cu.m/day of wastewater.

2. Reduction in effluent generation to the tune of 2 cu.m/day

2004

Introduced membrane system for sulphate removal
1. Green technology wherein sulphate is separated by membrane process without the use of any 

chemical.
2. Cost savings of more than 75 %.

FIRST IN INDIA
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CCAL has designed, installed and commissioned the fully enclosed negative 
pressure system for containment of accidental release of chlorine gas

Chlorine is sensed at 0.5 ppm and the whole system is activated. The leaked gas is sucked and neutralised 
in the scrubber. The system is totally automatic and has been designed as per the applicable standards.

THIS COMPOSITE SYSTEM IS FIRST OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD COVERING THE 
LIQUEFIER, FILLING STATIONS AND THE CHLORINE STORAGES.

2011/2012

Electrode-ionisation (EDI) technology for the production of DM water
1. No use of chemicals for regeneration.

2. Reduction in the effluent generation to the tune of 1.5 cu.m/day.

2006

Developed a process for the manufacture of soda ash from flue gas
1. Reduction of greenhouse gases to the extent of 600 MT/year or 600 carbon credits.

2. The soda ash + sodium sulphite lye produced will be used for the treatment of brine, thus eliminating 
the purchase of soda ash.

3. This process has been patented , application # 1694/CHE/2013.
4. Applied to the Puducherry Pollution Control Committee (PPCC) for permission to implement  

the process. Awaiting clearance from PPCC.
FIRST IN THE WORLD

2012

Installation of new hydrochloric plant with heat recovery unit
Waste heat is converted to steam and it generates a maximum of 32 TPD of steam which is equivalent  

to a reduction of 4600 MT of CO2/year or 4600 carbon credits, besides saving water.

2007

Developed a process for the recovery of sodium sulphate from the rejects of 
sulphate removal unit

1. The sodium sulphate is physically concentrated and separated out without the use of any chemical.
2. The product sodium sulphate decahydrate or anhydrous sodium sulphate can be sold to  

customers directly.
3. An environment-friendly technology.

4. This process has been patented, application # : 748/CHE/2007
5. Applied to the Puducherry Pollution Control Committee (PPCC) for permission to implement  

the process. Awaiting clearance from PPCC.

2007
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Implementation of process safety management system (PSM) as per OSHA 
1910.119

1. Safe work places are efficient, more productive, and substantial costs of injuries and occupational 
illness are significantly reduced.

2. This new safety management system will incorporate the safety elements and activities of other 
management systems such as ISO 14001 & OHSAS 18001.

3. The benefits of the PSM far outweighs any potential risks. A strong safety programme the PSM, 
benefits everyone, the company, employees, stakeholders and the regulatory bodies.

CCAL IS THE FIRST CHLOR-ALKALI PLANT IN INDIA TO IMPLEMENT ALL THE 14 ELEMENTS OF 
PSM.

2014

Conducted the first carbon footprint study with the help of TERI,  
Bangalore taking 2011–12 as the base year. Carbon footprint is  

calculated every year and monitored
1. Facilitates reduction of fossil fuel consumption and energy conservation.  

CCAL’s Climate Change initiative.
2. Helps in developing greenery for reducing the effect of the greenhouse gases.

CCAL IS THE FIRST CHLOR-ALKALI PLANT IN INDIA TO PREPARE ITS CARBON FOOTPRINT REPORT

2013

Installed solar street lighting in the CCAL campus
Installed over 30 solar lights spread over the entire campus. An initiative towards switching over to the 

renewable source of energy.

2014

CCAL has upgraded its electrolyser and the caustic concentration plant for  
energy conservation and reduction of carbon footprint

1. Commissioned the state-of-the-art bipolar BiTAC electrolyser replacing the 30 year old  
mono-polar electrolyser.

2. Introduced energy efficient triple effect caustic evaporation plant replacing the double effect caustic 
concentration plant.

3. The estimated overall energy reduction is to the tune of 0.048 TOE/MT of caustic.

2014/2015

Application of these innovative technologies will result in:
•  Lowest water consumption and discharge compared to other industries in the Chlor-alkali sector.
•  Elimination of raw materials namely alpha cellulose etc.
•  Robust mitigation system for toxic gas release.
•  Lower solid waste generation due to the elimination of alpha cellulose.
• Expected to eliminate soda ash and reduction of green house gases after implementation of the process developed for 
 the production of soda ash from flue gas.
•  Expected to reduce the solid waste generation after implementation of the process developed for the recovery of sodium 

sulphate from brine. 
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Leadership Business Practices of CCAL
In the reporting period, CCAL implemented the following initiatives showcasing its leadership role in the Chlor-alkali 
industry: 

Conservation of Raw Material – Sodium Sulphite Reduction
Business Challenge: De-chlorination of brine coming out of electrolyser is done by air de-chlorination in Plant I and by 
Vacuum de-chlorination in Plant II . Control of Brine pH after de-chlorination was not smooth in the case of vacuum 
de-chlorination. Unlike air de-chlorination, the process depends on several controls like vacuum, level control and flow 
control. These result in higher sodium sulphite consumption for neutralization of the free chlorine in brine, before it is sent 
to saturators. 
Linkage with CCAL’s manufacturing efficiency: Variation in de-chlorinated brine pH results in higher consumption of 
sodium sulphite. Higher pH of de-chlorinated brine requires more sodium bi-sulphite for neutralization of the brine 
before it is fed into Sulphate Removal System (SRS) for removal of sulphate. Owing to this, the efficiency of the SRS was  
getting affected.

Major raw materials used in conventional 
membrane chlor-alkali

Major raw materials used in CCAL  
upon implementation of innovative technologies

CCAL’s Approach: By combining the depleted brine of both plants for de-chlorination in Plant I de-chlorination tower the 
deviation in pH due to variation in level control and flow control in anolyte tank and vacuum tanks have been eliminated.
Tangible Impact: The pH of the brine after de-chlorination of combined brine of both plants in Plant I de-chlorination 
tower is steady and there is a reduction in specific consumption of sodium sulphite for de-chlorination from 1.2 Kg / Ton 
to 0.8 Kg / Ton during normal operation of the plant. 
Sustenance of the initiative: Permanent line for transferring the anolyte from Plant II to Plant I de-chlorination tower has 
been laid. Anolyte from Plant II is diverted to Plant I de-chlorination tower immediately after start up. This is ensured by 
the laid procedures and SOPs.

Utilization of Brine Mud
Business Challenge: Brine mud, a non-hazardous waste, is generated during treatment of raw salt to remove the impurities. 
This brine mud was earlier being stored in an open yard lined with an impervious layer and collection pit for collecting 
leachate. During rain, the brine mud would get soaked and there was a possibility of leachate run off.
Linkage with CCAL’s manufacturing efficiency: Preventive measures have been taken against the possibility of land 
contamination due to the leachate.
CCAL’s Approach: Providing a closed shed for storing brine mud was a proactive approach as it was required to be stored in a 
contained area surrounded by bunds and collection pit for the leachate. This was entirely implemented in collaboration with 
internal departments of CCAL. The brine mud was then transported to the salt fields which were used in the preparation 
of salt bunds.
Tangible Impact: The effort has eliminated land contamination by leachate from the brine mud during rain and the same 

Alpha cellulose eliminated. Process 
developed for Sodium sulphate 

recovery and soda ash production 
from flue gas is awaiting PPCC 

clearance. 
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was appreciated by the expert committee which visited the premises on 15-Mar-2015. The brine mud is then transported to 
our salt fields which is used in the preparation of bunds for the salt bunds.
Sustenance of the initiative: The initiative can be sustained for a long period as the closed shed provided for the purpose of 
storing the brine mud, is a permanent structure with concrete walls and a pucca roof which may require less maintenance 
in the years to come. 

ENERGY SUSTAINABILITY
Energy remains central to the caustic soda production process. CCAL uses various types of energy for carrying out its 
processes. These range from diesel, LPG, furnace oil, hydrogen, steam (generated from waste heat), electricity and biogas. In 
the reporting year, CCAL reports its total energy consumption as 9442.8 TOE and its energy intensity as 0.286 TOE/MT of 
caustic. CCAL has an in-house Research Development Department, where the main areas of focus are energy conservation, 
process up gradation, and environmental preservation. CCAL continues to take all possible steps to conserve energy in 
every area of its operations. 

CCAL has been calculating its carbon footprint since 2013. The organization reports on all 6 greenhouse gases as listed 
under the Kyoto Protocol - carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), hydro-fluorocarbons (HFCs), 
per-fluorocarbons (PFCs) and sulphur hexafluoride (SF6). CCAL follows a gate to gate approach for calculating its GHG 
emissions. Its direct emissions (Scope 1), includes emissions from the use of diesel, LPG and furnace oil; while the indirect 
emissions (Scope 2) accounts for emissions from the use of purchased electricity. In the reporting year,  CCAL’s Scope 1 and 
2 emissions are 2089.971 and  86578.555 MTCO2e respectively. In comparison to 2013-14, CCAL has achieved a reduction 
of total emissions of 0.098 MTCO2e, with 2.687 being GHG Intensity per MT of caustic production. 
 CCAL has deployed several initiatives to achieve the reduction in GHG emissions. An energy audit was carried out  
in 2013. The audit recommendations were implemented in a phased manner.  In Aug 2014, Plant-I was revamped with  
a new energy efficient Bipolar Electrolyser - the Bipolar of Chlorine Engineers (BiTAC) electrolyser which had contributed 
to savings of energy to the tune of 200 KWH /MT of caustic.  The installation of a new energy efficient triple effect evaporator 
system for caustic concentration contributed to GHG reduction. 

Leadership Business Practices of CCAL
In the reporting period, CCAL implemented the following initiatives showcasing its leadership role in energy sustainability 
and GHG management: 

Triple Effect Evaporator for Caustic Concentration
Business Challenge: 32% caustic soda lye (CSL) is concentrated to 48% as this enables transportation of more quantity in a 
single load thus reducing the cost of transportation. For this purpose, a double effect evaporator using hot oil as the heating 
medium is used. The specific consumption of steam for the evaporation of 1 ton of caustic soda in double effect evaporator 
is 0.85 Ton per Ton of caustic soda lye.
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Linkage with CCAL’s manufacturing efficiency: The new evaporation unit with triple effect has a better energy efficiency 
than the double effect evaporator. The specific consumption of steam for the triple effect evaporator is 0.55 Ton per Ton of 
CSL. 
CCAL’s Approach: CCAL has taken the initiative to replace the double effect evaporator with triple effect evaporator 
considering the reduction in fuel consumption. 
Tangible Impact: Commissioning of the new triple effect evaporation plant has resulted in the reduced specific steam 
energy  consumption of steam per ton of product from 0.85 Ton per Ton to 0.55 Ton per Ton. This is the first plant in the 
world to use heat transfer oil as the heating medium, instead of running a boiler and generating steam for this purpose. This 
is also an innovative approach.

Sustenance of the initiative: Energy consumption per ton of product is monitored on a daily basis and necessary corrective 
action is taken in case of any deviation. The same is discussed in the business review meeting held every month. During the 
reporting period, CCAL has undertaken several measures on energy conservation. An indicative list is presented below:

Nature of the 
Initiative

Implementations/Installations/
Initiative

Tangible Impact and Benefits after 
implementation 

Sustenance of the 
initiative 

Increasing 
efficiency of 
equipment

Hydrogen compressor-C DMW cooler 
(Shell & Tube type replaced with Plate 
type)

Reducing the crankcase temp (from 60 
to 45 deg) and increasing performance of 
the compressor

Periodic monitoring of 
the casing temperature
Periodical Maintenance 
of PHE cooler

Energy savings Replacement of Main cooling tower 
pump-B in Utilities to appropriate 
capacity (from 120 HP to 90 HP) 

281350 

units of electrical energy savings per year

Periodical Inspection 
and Maintenance of 
pump and accessories

Energy savings Elimination of one pump (3HP) for 
caustic dosing at P-I brine de-
chlorination by providing OHT 

17520
units of electrical energy savings per year

Periodical Inspection 
and Maintenance of 
OHT 

Energy savings Elimination of running of one 
compressor (20HP) in N2 generation 
unit by linking the P-I and P-II 
Nitrogen line which was independently 
operated by two compressors

122640
units of electrical energy savings per year

Periodic monitoring of 
the N2 header pressure 
Periodical inspection 
of pipelines for any 
leakages

Energy savings Elimination of one pump (3HP) for 
HCL dosing at P-I brine de-chlorination 
by linking the dosing from existing P-II 
HCL OHT 

17520
units of electrical energy savings per year

Periodical Inspection 
and Maintenance of 
OHT 

Planned Actions on Energy Conservation
• Implementation of Energy Management System: Time synchronized energy monitoring with production quantity will 

help in arriving accurate energy per ton norms, which in turn will aid in exploring further scope of energy reduction. 
• Retrofitting plant lighting with LED lights: For energy saving and minimizing the lighting consumable inventory, it has 

been proposed to retrofit the existing 40W double tube lamps into 22W single LED lamps by using the same fitting.
• Installation of Lighting Transformer to avoid frequent lamp failures: By installation of a 75 KVA lighting transformer 

and optimizing the voltage supply for the lighting circuits, CCAL has achieved energy savings to the tune of 100 to 110 
units per day. Besides, the use of optimized voltage supply leads to an increase of luminance avoiding frequent failures.

• Installation of VFDs for energy conservation: Provision of VFDs for new P I drives like catholoyte, anolyte pumps, P II 
catholyte pumps and operation of P I sodium sulphite pumps & agitator in Auto mode would aid energy conservation.

• To improve and achieve unity power factor: It is planned to convert the existing 9th HF to 11th HF by changing  
the reactors.

• To reduce the power consumption in UHDE electrolyser: It is planned to reduce the back to back voltage in the A & C 
electrolyser by refurbishing the frame and contacts. As a result, the energy saving is expected to be around 35 units per ton  
in P II.
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Array of VFDs as Energy Conservation Devices

Retrofitting plant lighting with LED lights
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Harmonic filter banks for improving quality of power

WATER CONSERVATION
CCAL has adopted the process integration and pinch analysis techniques in identifying the areas of water conservation 
and recycling for better water management. In the reporting period, 153933 litres of water was withdrawn from open and 
bore wells. CCAL since its inception has implemented various processes and equipment modifications, recycling and reuse 
techniques to manage the scarce resource. The figure summarizes the several initiatives and the corresponding percentage 
of water recycled measured in cu.m/day.

Installation of EDI unit Installation of Dry Cooling tower1 20

Recycling of Hydrogen condensates Recycling of chlorine condensates7 7

Recycling of the condensates from 
caustic concentration plant UF chemical cleaning solution24 3

Recycling of Cylinder washings2nd Stage RO 117

Recycling of IEC, Cation bed and 
Mixed Bed regenerantsPump Seal cooling water recycle 57

7
Recycling of STP water Note: All figures in percentages
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Leadership Business Practices of CCAL
In the reporting period, CCAL implemented the following initiatives showcasing its leadership role on water sustainability:

Dry Cooling Tower
Business Challenge: Water is one of the restricted resources and its withdrawal from the wells is limited to 490 KLD. Cooling 
tower make-up water is the second largest consumer after process water requirement. The make-up water consumption is 
high as the process fluid needs to be cooled to remove heat generated in the process. Hence, dry cooling tower was installed 
thus reducing the load on conventional wet cooling tower.
Linkage with CCAL’s manufacturing efficiency: Higher consumption of water for cooling the process fluids results in lesser 
water availability for other processes and may result in lesser production. Hence, it is imperative to save water in areas 
wherever possible and to use water in areas where it is needed to sustain the production. Cooling water consumption was 
identified as the potential area for conserving water.
CCAL’s Approach: CCAL is a pioneer in adopting water saving measures by recycling and reuse of waste water generated 
in the processes to meet the raw water requirement for sustaining the production. As committed to limit the withdrawal of 
water from wells within permitted 490 KLD installed Dry Cooling Towers to conserve water as a proactive measure.
Tangible Impact: The Dry Cooling Tower works on the principle that the circulation water will exchange the heat with 
the process and will get cooled in the dry cooling tower, using radiator fans. In this process, the water cooling is a closed 
circuit system and heat is dissipated to the radiator in contrast to the water-based cooling tower where the cooling is 
effected by evaporation of water leading to loss of water. Hence, the usage of this system has enabled water savings of about  
40KL (max) per day. 
Sustenance of the initiative: The Dry Cooling Tower has been installed for cooling the HCl furnace and supplying cooling 
water to the vapour condensers in caustic concentration plant where it has become an integral part of HCl and caustic 
concentration plants.

Dry  
Cooling  

Tower
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Rain water harvesting system
Business Challenge: Average annual rainfall in a 
Puducherry region is about 1200 to 1400 mm. Major 
contribution is from North east monsoon. During heavy 
rainfall, runoff and soil erosion is prevalent. To overcome 
the above problem and to maintain the ground water level, 
rainwater harvesting system has been installed in CCAL 
premises.
CCAL’s Approach: During the rainy season, the rainwater 
is collected from rooftop areas to artificially recharge the 
ground water. The rainwater collected from other points is 
reused in the plant operations - from lichlor roof to lichlor 
cooling tower, from cell house II roof to rectifier cooling 
water pit and from Sodium sulphate plant and MCC room 
to Ground Level Reservoir. CCAL implements various 
percolation techniques to artificially recharge the ground 
water. 

RO system for wastewater recycling EDI plant for DM water production

RO System for Recycling of high-silica water

Rainwater harvesting system at CCAL
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Tangible Impact: During the reporting period, CCAL has achieved 69% increase in the rainwater harvesting (from 39152 
cu.m in 2013 to 66109 cu.m in 2014). During the same period, Puducherry witnessed 68% increase in rainfall as compared 
to 2013.  

Packaged Sewage Treatment Plant
Introduction: The packaged sewage treatment plant is based on the Japanese technology.  The system is an on-site 
wastewater treatment system engineered to handle kitchen and sewage waste. The system is economical, compact and has 
low maintenance. It treats wastewater to meet the required standards. The treatment system requires low energy, minimum 
maintenance, negligible installation and piping work. 
System: The packaged system comprises different chambers. The operating feature includes sequential removal of suspended 
solids, contact aeration process, activated sludge recycle, settling with the continuous discharge  of the effluent. The system 
does not have any rotating parts except for the blower which pumps air into the aeration chamber of the metabolic reactions 
of the micro-organisms to produce a good quality effluent. Being a closed system, there is a complete control of the gas 
evolution and odour. Two STP plants namely STP: I (Colony+Canteen) and STP: II ( Factory) have been installed and the 
treated water is being reused.
Benefits: The treated sewage and canteen wastewater is reused as make-up water in the cooling tower and for gardening. 
Approximately 13 – 15 cu.m/day of water is treated and reused, thus reducing the overall specific water consumption. The 
system has a low maintenance cost due to less rotating equipment. It also has a modular and compact design,  requiring 
less space for installation. The treatment process is carried out in enclosed compartments thereby reducing the nuisance 
of odour.  Highly efficient, good and consistent quality of the effluent is assured.  The treated water is used for horticulture 
purposes and process use.

MANAGEMENT OF ILLUMINATION AND NOISE LEVELS
CCAL regularly monitors ambient and plant noise levels. These are as prescribed by the Noise Pollution (Regulation and 
Control) Rules, 2000. At locations where noise levels are more than 90 dBA, ear plugs, and/or ear muffs are provided. 
Illumination measurements are also regularly undertaken by the Safety department, in collaboration with an electrical 
engineer. Standard methodologies are followed to undertake these measurement studies conforming to the requirements of 
IS 3646 (Part I:1992) - Code of Practice for interior illumination; IS 6665:1972 - Code of Practice for industrial lighting; SP 
72:2010 - National Lighting Code 2010.

Packaged Sewage Treatment System
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GREENERY DEVELOPMENT
CCAL is situated at Kalapet on the East Coast Road of the Union Territory Puducherry. Kalapet town lies at the northern 
enclave of Puducherry district and is surrounded on three sides by the Viluppuram district of Tamil Nadu state, while the 
Bay of Bengal surrounds it on the east side. The Union Territory of Puducherry also lies in the southern part of the Eastern 
Ghats. The landscape of Puducherry harbours flora and fauna of the Eastern Ghats. Hence, the campus of CCAL not only 
provides habitat to the plantations but also provides habitat to the flora and fauna of the Eastern Ghats and the East coast of 
India. Thus, the vegetation and the associated flora and fauna on the CCAL campus are of significant ecological importance.
 Green belt development is one of the four major functional areas in CCAL’s Environmental Policy. Most of the planted 
tree species within the CCAL premises are ecologically important such as Acacia catechu and Swietenia mahagoni species. 
They help in conserving moisture. These species also contribute in checking soil erosion by spreading their root system. 
Acacia auriculiformis provides dense and dark green foliage, which remains throughout the dry season, making it an 
excellent shade tree. It grows faster and even on infertile and degraded soils. Most of the planted species improve the 
physio-chemical properties of soil such as water holding capacity, organic carbon, nitrogen and potassium through litter 
fall, its decomposition and recycling. Their phyllodes provide good, long lasting mulch. Some of the planted tree species at 
the CCAL campus act as wind barriers during cyclones. 
 The forested area of CCAL provides a very good habitat for many of these listed species. Puducherry receives a large 
number of aquatic migratory birds. Ousteri an important lake receives more than 40 species throughout the season. The 
nearby ecologically rich area of CCAL premises can serve as a nesting, foraging and breeding site for most of these species. 

As per CCAL’s plantation record, around 33994 saplings of 22 tree species were observed to date. The major tree species planted 
by the CCAL were Azadirachta indica (Neem), Cocos nucifera (Coconut), Anacardium occidentale (Cashew), Tectona grandis 
(Teak), Palmyra palm (Palm), Bombax ceiba (Silk cotton tree), Mangifera indica (Mango), Artocarpus heterophyllus (Jack 
Fruit), Psidium guajava (Guava), Tamarindus indica (Imlee), Casuarina equisetifolia (Casuarina), Phyllanthus acidus (Star 
Gooseberry), Punica granatum (pomegranate), Polyalthia longifolia (Ashoka), Acacia catechu (Khair), Achras sapota (Chiku), 
Pterocarpus santalinus (Red Sanders), Swietenia mahagoni (Mahogany) and Citrus species etc. These plantations resulted in 
substantial increase in the dense forest area of the CCAL campus as compared to 1990. The satellite images clearly indicate 
that most of the degraded forest and open land in 1990 has been converted into the dense forest in 2014. It has been estimated 
that there is an increase of 440% in the dense forest cover from 1990 to 2014. While the degraded forest and open land have 
decreased to 65% and 79% respectively within the CCAL premises from 1990 to 2014 due to large scale plantation activities.
 Overall there is an increase of 440% in the dense forest cover within the plantation area of CCAL from 1990 to 2014, 
which is due to large scale afforestation activities carried out by the CCAL in the past.
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EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS
CCAL is the first in the Chlor-alkali industry to be certified for OHSAS 18001 and ISO 14001. CCAL has a robust system for 
internal operations and practices with respect to safety and well-being of its workforce. Through these certified management 
systems, the incident rates have reduced in CCAL, there has been an improvement in the communication and training 
systems and improvement in the compliance of health legislations. 

Mitigation of Toxic Gas Release
• Fully automated waste chlorine scrubbing system (sodium hypochlorite plant): This system evacuates chlorine from 

the various sections in the plant and is provided with UPS and DG power supply for fail-proof operation. In addition, 
a state-of-the-art Fully Enclosed Negative Pressure Chamber (FENPS) system has been in operation since 2012 for 
mitigation of chlorine leaks from storages, filling station, and liquefier.

• Automated system for preventing overfilling of the chlorine cylinders. This system also ensures that chlorine is not filled 
in test due/not tested cylinders.

• An excess flow check valve provided in liquid chlorine line as a safety measure.
• Chlorine stock levels are monitored locally through load cells and parallel tracking is maintained in the control room.
• Two safety relief valves are installed on each chlorine bullet
• Windsocks are provided at seven strategic locations for easy identification of wind direction in the case of emergency.
• Chlorine sensors are placed at vital locations. These sensors will sense chlorine and send signals directly to the  

control room. 
• Implemented 14 elements of Process Safety Management System as per OSHA 1910.119.
• CCAL has an automated weather monitoring system, recording weather data including wind speed and velocity round 

the clock.

1. Hydrogen Sensor 
Hydrogen sensors prevent accumulation of hydrogen leakages in the atmosphere. These hydrogen sensors are connected 
with DCS and leakages found which are more than 1 %  are annunciated in the control room. At CCAL, Kalapet plant 3 
hydrogen sensors are fixed at the Hydrogen Compressor room, 2 sensors at Hydrogen –Truck filling point;  3 sensors at 
Hydrogen – loose cylinder filling and storing area; and 1 sensor at the Deoxo plant. 

2. Hydrogen Safety
• Hydrogen flow /pressure monitored right from the generation in cell house till gas holder through DCS.
• Pressure gauges, level indicators are provided for field operator monitoring.
• Automatic control valves / safety relief valves control hydrogen pressure & flow at preset values.
• Plant tripping safe interlocks have been provided.
• All safety interlocks and relief valves are tested at regular intervals.
• Hydrogen compressor will trip at high discharge pressure of 155 kg /cm2

• GPRS installed in all the hydrogen transport vehicles for tracking purposes.
• Strict instructions have been given to the hydrogen truck crew not to operate the truck between 2300 – 0500 hrs and this 

is being closely monitored by the officials.  

3. Emergency
• Emergency shut system for hydrogen filling operation.
• Fire monitors and fire hydrants points have been provided in and around the plant  
• Water sprinkler system provided at hydrogen bottling plant.

4. On-Line Respirator                    
On-line respirators are used for the workforce who are working in confined space area and are facing oxygen deficiency. 
These respirators provide clean and continuous breathing air supply. CCAL has installed dedicated air compressors, near 
OHC and 1000 lit capacity air receiver for continuous breathing air supply work. Two OLAR filter units are located at lichlor 
filling station in east and west directions; one unit on the 2nd floor of the lichlor plant; and two, inside and outside, of lichlor 
storage. 
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New Fire Hydrant System

5. Fully Enclosed Negative Pressure Chamber (FENPS)
CCAL has designed, installed and commissioned the FENPS system for containment of accidental chlorine gas. This 
composite system is the first of its kind in the world covering the liquefier, filling station, and the chlorine storages.  
 Chlorine is sensed at 0.5 ppm and the whole system is activated.  The leaked gas is sucked  and neutralised in the 
scrubber. The system is completely automated and has been designed as per the applicable standards.

6. New Fire Protection System
A new fire protection system has been installed and commissioned replacing the old fire hydrant system.  The salient 
features of the new fire hydrant system :
•  All pipelines have been laid above the ground to avoid corrosion and leakage of  water.
•  The entire area of the plant has been covered.
•  Fire/smoke  detectors have been placed at vital locations. 
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CHLORINE EMERGENCY NETWORK
CCAL is a part of the Chlorine Emergency Response Network. This Network was initiated 
by Alkali Manufacturers’ Association of India (AMAI) by networking all the Chlor-alkali 
units in South India with toll free number for dialling in case of transport emergency 
involving chlorine  such that the call will land into the nearest Chlor-alkali plant to the 
incident site so that the incident will be attended by the nearest Chlor-alkali unit. 

Chlorine cylinders are despatched to customers by road. In the event of any leak en-route, the leak attending 
crew reaching from the suppliers premises to the accident location may take longer depending on the distance. 
This might magnify the consequences of the leak and lead to greater damage. The Chlorine Emergency Network 
aims to mitigate the impact of such an accident by means of the established network. Recently, the network  
has also started catering to emergencies that occur because of transportation of caustic soda lye, hydrochloric acid and 
sodium hypo. 

For communicating the emergencies during transportation the chlorine emergency toll-free number 1800-11-1735 can 
be used by the transporters, truck drivers, local police or the general public to intimate the emergency to the control 
room of the nearest Chlor-alkali unit. This enables the rescue operation to start immediately after receiving the emergency 
information. This initiative was implemented in 2012-13. The present rescue team has to be trained and equipped to deal 
with spillages of caustic soda lye, hydrochloric acid and sodium hypo in addition to the handling of chlorine leakages or 
spillages.

Chlorine Emergency 
Toll-Free Number 
1800-11-1735
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES BY CCAL
The CCAL community development program has evolved to fulfil the most pressing needs that are regularly assessed in 
consultation with various internal and external stakeholder groups. The CCAL propaganda for CSR is built keeping in 
mind all elements of the surrounding community. The education program envisions bringing a meaningful and positive 
impact on the lives of children through an effective and holistic approach. Sensitization programmes are conducted for local 
communities and for the students of all schools in and around the CCAL operations. These programs focus on awareness 
about mock drills and preparedness strategies. The Chlorination Day programme is conducted in local schools every year. 
Eye camps have been conducted in the factory premises.
 The following table gives a snapshot of the nature of CSR activities conducted by CCAL along with the financial 
commitment for each initiative.

CSR Activity Sector in which it is 
covered

Area where the 
project is undertaken

Cumulative amount 
spent

Amount spent through 
implementing agency

Promotion of education including 
special education and employment 
enhancing vocational skills among 

differently-abled children

Vocational training Puducherry Rs. 5.10 lakhs Rs. 5.10 lakhs
[Satya Special School]

Year Significant Infrastructure 
Developments

Current or Expected Impacts on 
Communities and Local Economies

Nature and Extent of Impact (Positive or 
Negative)

2013-14 Rs. 24.78 Lakhs Rs. 76.51 Lakhs (Contribution to Temples, 
Schools, etc.)

Positive – Financial assistance to village, 
panchayat, schools, etc.

2014-15 Rs. 5.05 Lakhs Rs. 146.72 Lakhs (Contribution to 
Temples, Schools, etc.)

Positive – Financial assistance to village, 
panchayat, schools, etc.

SATYA SPECIAL SCHOOL - INITIATIVES BY CCAL
CCAL has a running project with the Satya Special School. Satya Special School has involved a mixed group (both male and 
female) of 41 students with mild and moderate intellectual disability. The students are divided into low and high support 
groups. Farming skills are being taught based on their current level of functioning. The target skills are projected for each 
individual based upon his or her ability of the skill performance. Satya Special School started giving training for the students 
on gardening and farming skills since 10 October 2014. The overall objective is to improve the employability of adults with 
special needs and improve their acceptance, livelihood, and social status by positively affecting the quality of their life in 
Puducherry and impart vocational skills through specific skill based agriculture and organic farm training. 
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Some of the activities that form a part of the curriculum at the Satya Special School are mentioned below:
1. Orientation visits to nursery 
2. Routine nursery maintenance
3. Creating compost heaps
4. A visit to various farms & gardens.

The current level of functioning for the above said objectives were:
• Building awareness about the variety of plants
• Identification of different parts of the plant 
• Develop the ability to hold and handle different kinds of farming tools
• Development of the ability to follow instructions
• Tolerance and endurance
• Number counting skills 
• Awareness about temperature, shade, shelter etc.

The students of the Satya Special School are taken to regular field visits to make them understand the concept of gardening. 
On these visits, they are trained to identify different kinds of plants like vegetable plants, fruit plants, flower plants. The 
trainer also demonstrates techniques for the maintenance of plants. The students are able to follow the demonstration and 
replicate the same with minimal verbal cues. Students with high support are able to perform the task with physical and 
verbal prompts. Students are explained through demonstration, the technique of making compost heaps by mixing soil 
and compost in a specified ratio. Experiential learning is employed at this stage to enable better learning. The vocational 
trainer assists the students to dig and fill the red soil in the basin with the help of a shovel. The high support group students 
are able to perform the task with physical prompt (physical assistance) and low support group students are able to perform 
through demonstrations and verbal cues. During this process, students were also taken to Papsco Nursery situated nearby 
Satya main building and shown different kinds of saplings, plants, shrubs planted in pots and polythene covers. At the end 
of the first month of the training, the following skills were observed to have been developed: 
1. Acquaintance of basic knowledge about farming and gardening
2. Knowledge about different varieties and sizes of plants.
3. Knowledge about making compost by mixing compost and soil in the required ratio
4. Ability to hold the shovel and other tools used for farming to scoop soil and compost
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Satya Special School – Initiatives in November 2014
Later during the course, the students were able to follow the instructions demonstrations done by the Vocational trainer and 
they moved on to the following tasks:
1. Preparation of mushroom beds 
2. Sowing the mushroom seeds 
3. Weeding
4. Plant Identification (3 plants – common names)
5. Picking plants
6. Making compost mixes for potting
7. Cleaning and disinfecting pots
8. Making crocks
9. Potting up and Re-potting
10. Nursery work - pinching, weeding

The vocational trainer educated the children about the materials required for the mushroom cultivation. The students 
were taught to identify hay, mushroom seeds and the techniques to maintain the room temperature at a particular degree 
centigrade. The vocational trainer demonstrated how to cut hay into small pieces, arranging pieces of hay in a layer by layer 
manner in a polythene bag by sowing the mushroom seeds on each layer. 
 The students were taken to the nearby nursery to show the common plants to provide the training to identify these 
common plants. The students were made to see the demonstrations for processes like weeding, picking plants, cleaning 
pots, refilling the pots with soil and compost and pinching leafs.

Satya Special School – Initiatives in December 2014
At the end of the second month’s training, the students assimilated a lot of skills. They were able to sow seeds, make compost 
heaps, loosen the soil with a trowel, clean and crock the pots. Both the low and the high support students were trained in 
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the following activities: 
• Identification of basic plants through pictures
• Digging and mixing soil with compost
• Making compost beds 
• Making compost heaps
• Cleaning pots
• Filling pots with soil and compost
• Cutting hay for mushroom bed preparation
• Maintaining mushroom hut by spreading water daily to maintain optimum temperature.
• Removing unwanted waste in the farm.
•  Being trained in the above tasks enhances the skills through daily practice. Daily practice as routine helped the students 

in developing the basic skills. 

Satya Special School Initiatives from January - March 2015
The trainees gathered a number of skills that have made them capable of working independently with their tools and 
equipments. The Satya Special School initiatives ensured that the beneficiaries were trained on the following aspects:
1. Cleaning & disinfecting pots
2. Making crocks
3. Potting up and Re-potting plants
4. Nursery work - Pinching, Weeding
5. Soil preparation: Digging/forking and raking
The main course work in this period concentrated on planting vegetables. During the first 15 days greens, brinjal, snake 
gourd and tomatoes were sown. A good harvest of greens and brinjal ensured the sustained interest of the trainees. Mr. 
Lakshmi Narayanan, an organic farm entrepreneur was engaged as the external resource person for training the beneficiaries. 
The training was reinforced by an internship programme for 5 beneficiaries in the Matrikunj Organic Farm located in the 
Poraiyur village. In addition to understanding the actual working of a farm, the trainees were also given hands-on training 
on nursery skills and vermi-composting.

DENTAL CAMP BY CCAL
An Oral Hygiene & Dental Camp was organized with the support of the team of Dentist from Mahatma Gandhi Dental 
College. Dr. Lenin and 12 member team from Mahatma Gandhi Post-Graduate Institute of Dental science, Government 
of Puducherry talked about maintenance of teeth and the impact of unhealthy teeth on an individual’s health. The trainees 
were then assessed by the doctors. Necessary instructions for teeth maintenance were given to the parents.

EUREKA CHILD FOUNDATION – A CCAL INITIATIVE
Eureka Child Foundation was formed by a group of IIT and BITS alumni who quit corporate careers to work on improving 
rural education in Tamil Nadu. The mission of the foundation is to ensure quality education for every child. The organization 
offers support to run after-school centres in 500 villages with a focus on improving learning outcomes in Language, Maths, 
and Science. They currently reach out to more than 25000 children in 23 districts of Tamil Nadu in partnership with other 
local NGOs
The CCAL Eureka program is coordinated by the Eureka Child Foundation and implemented by a non-governmental 
organization Inter-cultural Network for Development and Peace (INDP) which has a base in Marakkanam and Puducherry. 
This implementing agency has been selected by Eureka Child Foundation after a detailed due diligence process including 
visits to their premises to ensure that they have the capacity to implement the program. The Eureka Child Foundation has 
started after-school classes in 7 poor and needy villages in Puducherry and Marakkanam which have been identified by 
CCAL. The centres provide quality Language, Maths and Science inputs to children of classes 1 to 8. In each village, 2 trained 
tutors take daily classes in the evenings. Approximately 40 children from each village benefit from these classes. Eureka 
Child Foundation also has parents’ participation and community involvement through melas, festivals and declaration 
events at village and block-levels.
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 CCAL ensures that through the project with the Eureka Child Foundation, innovative teaching techniques are used for 
imparting education to the students of the neighbouring communities. A snapshot of some of these techniques is given 
below:

Teaching Technique used 
by the Eureka School Overview of the Technique

Specially Researched 
Methodology

Attractive materials and workbooks have been specifically designed for children from deprived 
backgrounds. Activities fine-tuned to ensure quick and visible learning gains building a strong incentive 
for learning and using these innovative methods.

Individual Attention and 
Parents’ Engagement and 
Community Participation

In each centre, weak children will be identified and special attention provided to them so that their 
learning levels can improve.

Strong outcome focus

Every tutor in this program will be provided with a skill-chart to track how children are progressing. This 
helps to retain focus on how children have benefited from the program, and not just the steps taken from 
the tutor, expert tutor or NGO. The skill-chart also helps tutors to identify children needing individual 
attention.

Fees to Ensure 
Accountability

We will get parents to support a part of the tutor’s honorarium by paying a small monthly fee. This 
ensures parents’ involvement, teacher accountability and regular attendance by children. 

Parent Meetings
Children’s progress is discussed with the parents. The areas that need more strengthening are explained 
and plans discussed. Attendance and parents’ support is also discussed. Every few months, a progress 
report card is also given to the parents.

Learning Festivals
Most months, a small mela or village learning festival is also organized where the entire community is 
invited and children showcase their learning and talents. Sometimes, children are also tested and given 
certificates at these events. Different months, the events focus on different themes.
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The Eureka Child Foundation and the implementing agency have the following responsibilities:
•  The responsibility for identifying and recruiting expert tutors in the selected villages to ensure that they run the program 

regularly. 
•  The responsibility for designing and providing material resources for the villages holding state-level training camps. 
•  State-level monitoring team and periodic visits to different villages to ensure that corrective actions are taken by the 

implementing agency. 
•  Periodic data collection from the implementing agency about the learning levels of the children and case studies about 

the implementation of the program.

About 250 children from Standard 1-8 got enrolled in 7 villages of INDP - Eureka Centres. On an average, there are about 
35 children enrolled per village. The following table gives an estimate of the number of children enrolled in this program 
location wise:
Some of the other initiatives which were a part of the Eureka INDP Program are elaborated below:

Eureka SPARK activity quiz
The Eureka Spark Quiz was conducted in Inter-cultural Network for Development and Peace (INDP) on 26th April’15 

Block Name Village Std 1-5 Std 6-8

Marakkanam Karumpakkam 27 21

Marakkanam Pallampakkam 21 16

Marakkanam Villipakkam Colony 29 19

Marakkanam Villipakkam Village 9 13

Puducherry Periakalapet 26 9

Puducherry Chinnakalapet 15 15

Puducherry Kanagachettikulam 21 9

Total 148 102
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where about 30 kids from Standard 3-5 & Standard 6-8 from 5 villages of Marakanam participated in an activity based quiz 
along with their tutors. Activities such as dumb charades, sentence puzzles, finding simple words from a complex word, 
solving fraction train puzzles were part of the quiz. The event generated excitement and heavily contributed to the overall 
development of the students. Certificates and prizes were distributed to the winners and the participants.

Eureka Best Tutor Awards Ceremony
The pillars for the success of Eureka programmes, are the 1500 dedicated and hard working village-level teachers. More than 
180 teachers including some from the partner implementing agency have performed exceptionally well and brought about 
significant improvement in the learning levels of children in the past academic year. As recognition for their perseverance, 
hard work, and dedication, they were honoured with the ‘Best Teachers Award’ in Chennai at a special 2 days Award 
Ceremony on 9th and 10th May 2015.

 CCAL has ensured the measurement of the impact of the CCAL Eureka program -  INDP program. There is a marginal 
improvement in the learning levels of children in all villages. The following graphic below gives a snapshot of the impact 
assessment conducted: 

COOPERATION WITH LOCAL PANCHAYATS 
CCAL has a thorough methodology for identifying priority intervention areas for their community development programs. 
An agreement has been maintained with K C Kulam Village, K C Kulam Kuppam, Kalapet Village, Kalapet Kuppam, Chinna 
Kalapet Kuppam, Pillaichavady Village and 2 more villages. After being duly recommended by the panchayats of these 
areas, the following priority intervention sectors have been identified for each one of them:

1. Education Assistance 
2. Awards to Toppers in X and XII Public Examination

3. Donations at the time of festivals to maintain the cultural heritage.

K C KULAM VILLAGE
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1. Education Assistance 
2. Awards to Toppers in X and XII Public Examination

3. Donations at the time of festivals to maintain the cultural heritage. 
4. Provision of fish net to the needy 

5. Assistance to the fisherman in the fish breeding season

K C KULAM KUPPAM

1. Education Assistance 
2. Awards to Toppers in X and XII Public Examination

3. Donations at the time of festivals to maintain the cultural heritage.

KALAPET VILLAGE

1. Education Assistance 
2. Awards to Toppers in X and XII Public Examination

3. Donations at the time of festivals to maintain the cultural heritage.
4. Provision of fish net to the needy 

5. Assistance to the fisherman in the fish breeding season

KALAPET KUPPAM

1. Education Assistance 
2. Awards to Toppers in X and XII Public Examination

3. Donations at the time of festivals to maintain the cultural heritage.
4. Provision of fish net to the needy 

5. Assistance to the fisherman in the fish breeding season

CHINNA KALAPET KUPPAM

1. Education Assistance 
2. Awards to Toppers in X and XII Public Examination

3. Donations at the time of festivals to maintain the cultural heritage.
4. Provision of fish net to the needy 

5. Assistance to the fisherman in the fish breeding season

PILLAICHAVADY VILLAGE
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CCAL’S HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
In the reporting period, CCAL was enriched with the skills sets of 175 employees. CCAL recognizes the relationship 
of a safe workplace and the company’s performance. In the reporting period, CCAL has worked on human resources 
related to both operational and strategic issues to fulfil its vision and business goals. CCAL steers its engagement with 
its employees through leadership development skills, building capacity and honing on-the-job skills. The HR team also 
works to strengthen its relations with external stakeholders and agencies i.e. local panchayats and communities to fulfil its 
corporate social responsibility obligations. 

Creating a culture for leadership development
Talent management is about attracting, developing and retaining the employees needed to meet current demands and being 
prepared for future challenges. Ensuring alignment throughout the organization establishes a strong link between these HR 
processes and business results. To achieve a meaningful alignment, CCAL has developed a talent management plan that 
connects its overall strategic goals with employee performance management. This alignment would only be achieved by 
ensuring effective leaders in the senior management team of CCAL and the capability to clearly communicate the goals and 
expectations and providing CCAL mates ongoing learning opportunities to expand and enhance their skill sets. 

To create a culture of leadership development, CCAL had instituted the “Born to Win” training in achieving the following 
objectives: 
• Team members to start capitalizing on the emerging opportunities; adapt themselves to the ever-changing environment.
• Enhancing self belief – comfort with self and others – open and healthy Communication
• Alignment of organizational goals, functional goals, and individual goals
• Strengthen group dynamics – shift in thinking from functional approach to organizational approach teams – cohesive 

team work
• Focus on high pay-off activities - better prioritization and responsible delegation
• To look beyond and start seeing the big picture – be objective in decision making

Born to Win session with CCALmates
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• Be solution oriented and focus on value addition in all aspect of their work – strive for excellence – take pride and 
ownership

• Enhance collective leadership excellence across levels to have effective control of business – be result oriented
• Overcome stress - work-life balance

Process adopted by CCAL
The Winning to Lead process is based on “Experiential Learning”, that helps participants to transcend the “Must Do” 
level and consistently operate from an “I can” level. The process is based on the philosophy that a strong belief system 
nurtures positive attitude and behavioural pattern in professionals, enabling them to realise their full potential and produce 
optimum results. Highly exploratory and interactive, the process encourages the free flow of thoughts and ideas that enrich 
the whole group. The “Winning to Lead” training lays stress on:
• Realizing that solutions are within;
• Managing self and available resources;
• Understanding the power of thinking differently;
• Taking ownership of every activity;

The focus of CCAL’s process was on “Implementation” rather than just “Learning”. The process ensures that CCALmates 
work in tandem with team members and facilitate them to achieve desired results that are crucial for the organization. 
 The KELSA training in CCAL aimed at training employees for articulating a simple and effective means of communication 
and participation. Based on these sessions, the CCAL management seeks to build and strengthen HR processes. While the 
process of documenting job descriptions and initiating employee engagement activities has been initiated internally, CCAL 
desires support in designing Performance Management System and documenting HR policies and processes. The goal of 
the exercise was to train the employees in framing, understanding and identifying the improvements in the Vision and 
Mission Statements. 
 A part of this training also addressed issues such as - lack of communication within a department, lack of information 
on personnel leaving the organisation, poor communication on the training programmes being organised and the lack 
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of awareness of the Head of Departments about the details of the department personnel. Motivation and team building 
were addressed during the training. As a result of the training, actions were taken by the personnel to encourage people to 
perform. In addition, CCALmates were made aware of their respective roles and how their role benefits their customer or 
the company itself. 

JOB ROTATION  
CCAL practices job rotation to avoid employees becoming bored with their jobs and help them acquire new skills. The 
advantages of CCAL’s job rotation policy that have been observed are: 
• Reduced boredom
• Reduced work stress
• Increased innovation
• Increased free time activity
• Increased production
• Reduced absenteeism
• Reduced turnover

In the reporting period, the Accounts and Admin department of CCAL have been practicing the job rotation policy. 

From the experience of implementing the job rotation policy, CCAL observes that an employee:
• Gains knowledge and skills by learning different jobs that require new skills and provide different responsibilities.
• Overcomes potential boredom and job dissatisfaction by having a new and different job with changed responsibilities 

and tasks.
• Given a new challenge, an opportunity for the employee to expand his or her knowledge, accomplishments, reach, 

impact, and potentially, influence different aspects of the organization.
• May learn about different facets of the organization and how work is accomplished in different departments or job 

functions. (This will build his or her organizational knowledge and ability to get things done.)
• Gets prepared for an eventual promotion, in a succession plan, by receiving the chance to expand his or her skill set and 

responsibilities, and gain broader knowledge about the organization.
• Gains visibility with a new group of co-workers and managers. Visibility for a good employee brings potential 

opportunities. 

ANTI-CORRUPTION & GOOD CORPORATE GOVERNANCE 
CCAL has been practicing the principles of good corporate governance over the years and has been upholding fair and ethical 
business and corporate practices and transparency in its dealings, laying emphasis on scrupulous regulatory compliances. 
CCAL believes that sound corporate governance is critical to enhance and retain the trust of the investors. Accordingly, 
CCAL seeks to achieve its goals with integrity and fairness. The company’s philosophy is based on accountability, ethical 
conduct, compliance with statutes, the interest of all stakeholders, transparency and timely disclosures. The objective 
is to institutionalize corporate governance practices that go beyond adherence to the regulatory framework. CCAL is 
committed to adhering to the norms of corporate governance on a consistent basis for meeting all its obligations towards 
the stakeholders. CCAL is against corruption and it has been mentioned in Certified Standing Orders with reference to the 
Industrial Employment Act, 1948. The Standing Orders have been made for CCAL in February 2014 and it has also been 
mentioned in appointment order for every employee. With respect to the Certified Industrial Employment Standing Order 
made in 2014, CCAL does not employ persons below the age of 18 years and abolishes the practice of employing child/
forced labour. This has been mentioned in the Certified Standing Order under point number 3.0 - Appointment.
Diversity in Governance Body
CCAL’s Board has a combination of Executive and Non-Executive Directors and is in conformity with Clause 49 of the 
Listing Agreement with the Stock Exchanges. CCAL’s Board comprises 4 male members and one female member. 
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AGE DIVERSITY IN THE EMPLOYEES
CCAL  has a youthful workforce which is keeping with the steady growth of the company. During the reporting period, over 
50% of the workforce is below the age bracket of 40 years. 

In the reporting period, CCAL hired a total of 18 new employees as compared to 42 in 2013-14. An increased number is 
noted in 2013-14 due to revamping of Plant I project. Over 80% of the new employees hired by CCAL in the reporting 
period is in age bracket below 40 years. 
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TRAINING AND EDUCATION
Building the capacity of new and current staff is an essential role of CCAL’s HR system. Basic training for all CCALmates 
should cover guiding principles, goals, and activities and encourage staff members to reflect on their own attitudes. Training 
can also provide a forum for reviewing staff members’ responsibilities. When planning training, CCAL focuses on: 
• Building the skills needed to carry out the job specifications, not only through preliminary training but also through 

on-going refresher training. 
• Influencing change in staff attitudes and behaviour by raising awareness and understanding of CCAL systems for staff 

accountability. 
• Supervising staff through coaching and mentoring.

The following are the few basic tenets of the training that are conducted at CCAL for its employees 
• Set Achievable Goals: For alignment to be achieved, well-defined, attainable goals should be established in such a way 

that they don’t have to be modified and revisited each quarter. Once meaningful, employee-specific goals have been 
put in place, those goals become a roadmap for the year, lending a strong sense of direction across the organization. 
Additionally, progress should be reviewed on a regular basis to ensure advancement and to determine if and when 
corrective action is required. 

• Commit to Regular Monitoring: Well-executed performance management should include regular monitoring and 
discussion of daily achievements. Variations against the goals shouldn’t be significant, and if they are, the goals should be 
recalibrated. Progression against goal attainment will further engage and motivate employees, especially top performers 
who want to be rewarded when they attain their performance metrics. 

• Link Learning to Performance: When organizations link learning to performance, employees are able to expand their 
skill set and reach personal and professional goals. Doing so also helps employees to better understand the business 
priorities and how their skills are needed to achieve them. 

• Ensure Strong Leadership: Attaining alignment requires strong leadership capable of establishing a plan and selling it to 
the organization. A good leader who takes the time to get to know the company inside and out has a higher probability 
of generating a plan that resonates with everyone. 

• Integrate with Formal Learning: Employee performance management and formal learning need to be integrated and 
aligned with organizational objectives. If the two are separate, learning remains reactive and performance management 
is relegated to a yearly performance appraisal. When these variables are joined together, organizational growth, 
transformation, and productivity can be advanced. 

• Use the Right Software: The right talent management software can play a key role in achieving alignment, and  
many world-class organizations have used such software to guide the evolution of the aligned workplace. Learning 
and other talent management applications can be used to provide the infrastructure necessary to support a high-
performance workplace.

Induction and the role of Safety orientation
Every CCALmate is mandated for an induction program which encompasses a detailed briefing of the following departments 
and functions:
• HR
• Safety
• Brine plant 
• Boiler House, 
• Concentration Plant
• Hypo, HCI & Cell House – I (CEC)
• Cell House – II (UhDE) 
• Hydrogen Bottling  
• Liquid Chlorine plant, Chlorine Filling & Control Room 
• ISO/OHSAS 
• Mechanical           
• Civil / Horticulture    
• Electrical Instrumentation         
• QA and  R&D 
• Marketing & Finished Goods (Transport)    
• Stores       
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• Purchase     
• Finance        
• Internal Audit   
• EDP    
• Security 

In addition to a briefing of the respective departments, every CCALmates is provided with details of general safety rules and 
regulations as per OHSAS/ISO standards, work permits, use of personal protective equipment, occupational health hazards, 
protective measures, MSDS, type of incidents, procedures for communication of incidents, first aid provision and access 
locations, emergency response plans, incident controller / main controller.
 In addition, regular EHS training sessions are organized for CCALmates. In the reporting period, a total of 162 training 
and orientation sessions were organized covering 914 participants.

External Trainings
CCAL encourages its employees to hone their skills while on-the-job. CCALmates are sponsored for external training on 
various facets of professional development. These range from technical skills to managerial skills and behavioural skills.  In 
the reporting period, a total of 21 CCALmates were sponsored for undergoing external training programs with the total 
expenditure of Rs. 25.02 lakhs. 

Nature of Training/Education 
program 

No. of CCAL employees who have availed the 
benefits, including the level

Budget for the training (in Rs. lakhs)

2013-14 2014-15 2013-14 2014-15

Technical 54 15

Managerial 21 06

Behavioural 53 0

TOTAL 128 21 25.00 25.02

PROCESS SAFETY MANAGEMENT AT CCAL
CCAL is the first Chlor-alkali plant in India to implement Process Safety Management (PSM). This ensures utmost safety in 
plant operation. PSM is a system for proactive identification, evaluation, and mitigation or prevention of chemical releases 
that could occur as a result of failures in processes, procedures or equipment. It is a disciplined framework, with a blend of 
engineering and management skills, for managing the integrity of operating systems and processes that handle hazardous 
materials. 
 CCAL has initiated the implementation of PSM to reinforce or complement the existing Safety Management System and 
standardize the effort to assure that all facilities are designed, constructed, operated and maintained in an inherently safer 
manner. Considering the fact that CCAL is an MAH industry where hazardous chemicals such as chlorine and hydrogen 
are handled, the main objective of implementing PSM is to prevent catastrophic accidents, particularly explosions, fires, and 
toxic releases, associated with the use of chemicals that could expose employees and others to serious hazards.
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Cholamandalam MS Risk Services Limited (Chola MS Risk) provided the professional support in implementing PSM at 
CCAL. The PSM at CCAL covers the 14 PSM elements mentioned below:

The 14 ELEMENTS OF PSM

1. Management Commitment 2. Employee Participation 
3. Process Hazard Analysis 4. Process Safety Information
5. Contractor Safety   6. Management of change
7. Pre-startup of Safety Review 8. Emergency Response Plan
9. Work Permit System  10. Incident Investigation
11. Enhanced Asset Integrity 12. Training
13. Operating Procedure  14. Compliance Audit
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The implementation of PSM has been a huge feat for CCAL. The below mentioned are some of the benefits that the CCAL  
factory has reaped after implementing the PSM.
1. A structured process of identifying hazards through Process Hazard Analysis.
2. Updated Process documents and Safe Operating procedures, which are easily accessible to employees.
3. Review of hazards before implementing any change through Management of Change process.
4. Asset integrity program to assure management on plant integrity, availability, and performance.
5. Review of Safety before facility start-up through Pre-Startup Safety Reviews
6. Training and Competency Assurance of Workforce
7. Structured process of contractor selection, training and evaluation
8. Reporting and investigation of Process Safety Incidents to prevent recurrence and improved learning.
9. Improved Emergency Preparedness and structured rehearsals
10. Effective measurement and feedback of Process Safety Performance 
11. Enhances Process Safety Culture across the functions 
12. PSM implementation ensures that each and every employee goes home the same way he came to work

INSURANCE
All full-time CCAL personnel have an entitlement of Life Insurance. In the reporting period, an amount of Rs. 15.83 lakhs 
was spent on this account as compared to Rs. 14.39 lakhs in 2013-14. 
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MANAGEMENT ENQUIRY COMMITTEE (MEC)
The Management Enquiry Committee (MEC) functions with an objective to conduct transparent, unbiased enquiry. The 
Committee conducts detailed enquiry on all incidents/accidents happening inside/outside the CCAL factory immediately 
or within 24 hours of the incident/accident. It is also supposed to submit its recommendations within 48 hours with a copy 
to the top management in order to explore facts in an unbiased way and bring out the actual root cause of the incident. The 
Committee reviews the report submitted by the Safety Department during the enquiry and summons the CCAL personnel 
concerned with the incident. 
 Later the Committee is supposed to submit its recommendations to the management with suitable corrective or 
preventive action. The committee’s decision is final and the compliance on the recommendations made by the committee is 
reported back to the respective department heads with their detailed action plan within 24 hours after receipt of any such 
recommendations. The committee is confident to increase the safety level of the organization and aims at a ZERO accident 
record.

The members of the Management Enquiry Committee (MEC) are:
• Mr. N. Kalyanasundaram, Sr. Vice President (Operations) leads the committee.
• Mr. S. C. Nitin, CFO
• Mr. V. R. Raguraman Asst. Vice President (HR & Admin)
• Concerned Department HOD

Grievance Redressal Mechanism of MEC Related To Union
Whenever any workman / Union wants to seek redressal of any grievance arising out of his employment including alleged 
unfair treatment or wrongful exaction on the part of the management, he first submits his complaint to his immediate 
superior officer and if he fails to get redress within a reasonable time, he may take up the same complaint with the head 
of the department for the latter’s decision. If the workman is not satisfied with the decision of HOD, he may appeal to the 
Functional Head / HR, later on if he is not satisfied the grievance will be passed to Management Enquiry Committee (MEC). 
Hence, the grievance mechanism for CCAL is referred in point no 41.0 Redressal of grievances in Certified standing orders 
for management with respect to Industrial Employment (Standing Orders) Act, 1946.

LABOR PRACTICES GRIEVANCE MECHANISM

LEVELS O
F ESC

ALATIO
N
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Grievance Redressal Mechanism of MEC outside Premises / Not Concerning The Workforce
In other ways if there is any grievance arises outside the premises/ arises not concerning with workforce MEC plays a 
vital role in proceeding with the issue by means of hearing the issue and issue recovery form to accounts department and 
recover the penalty from the concerned.
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INNOVATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL EXCELLENCE
CCAL has significantly increased its spend on environment protection mechanisms and training over the last two financial 
years. An expenditure of Rs. 4701 lakhs was made in 2014–15 which includes revamping of Plant I  (Boiler and Clarifier) 
and installation of a new caustic concentration unit and flaker. CCAL has a Research and Development wing recognized by 
the Department of Scientific & Industrial Research (DSIR), Ministry of Science and Technology, Government of India. The 
year of initial recognition was in December 1992, with the current recognition (F.No. TU/IV-RD/1607/2014, d/01.04.14) 
valid up to 31 March 2017.
 CCAL considers innovation as a vital factor that contributes to the ability of the organization to not only keep up with 
the changing times but also embrace emerging opportunities. Product innovation and product safety have been woven 
into product responsibility strategy to deliver maximum value to the customers. CCAL’s efforts in product innovation  
have helped to continue its market leadership in the country.  

R & D AND INNOVATION TRIGGERING EFFICIENT OPERATIONS
In Chlor-alkali production the purity of brine, the basic raw material is important for the performance of the electrolysers 
and their efficiency. The impurities in the brine are usually in the order of parts per billion (ppb) levels. Therefore, there 
is a requirement of sophisticated instruments for analysis of these impurities. CCAL was earlier sending samples to Japan 
and USA for analysis as there was no facility available in India for analysis of trace elements in the Chlor-alkali samples.
 Realizing the importance of brine purity and monitoring of the impurities for sustenance of the process efficiency, the 
management of CCAL decided to upgrade the laboratory by going in for sophisticated instruments such as inductively 
coupled plasma spectrometer, TOC analyzer, Gas Chromatograph, Ion Chromatograph, UV-VIS spectrophotometer and 
got the certification from DuPont, USA for Chlor-alkali sample analysis. Periodic analysis of all the samples for impurities 
prompted CCAL to take preventive measures in enhancing the process efficiency and reducing the cost of production.
 To further assure quality testing for customers, CCAL is preparing for ISO 17025-2005 certification needed for the 
analysis of all the products: brine, sludge, and chlorine. This would entitle CCAL as the only NABL accredited laboratory 
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for Chlor-alkali samples and wastes in India. CCAL has been performing external analysis for the Chlor-alkali and chlorate 
industry and other companies since 2007.

LEADING SOLUTION PROVIDER FOR CHLOR-ALKALI SECTOR
The manufacturers of Chlor-alkali industry in India appreciate CCAL’s  analytical facilities as a reliable third party analysis 
for their raw material, process and product samples. By 
avoiding the complicated process of sending the samples 
to other countries for analysis, these manufacturers have 
cut down on costs considerably. CCAL laboratory has 
been instituted a fool-proof system of analysis. The 
Quality Assurance system at CCAL comprises using the 
following:
1. Procedure conforming to national and international 

standards such as BIS, ASTM APHA / AOAC
2. All instruments are calibrated by NABL accredited 

laboratories
3. Certified reference material for standardization
4. Calibration of the instrument as per the schedule
5. Periodic maintenance of the instrument by having 

AMC with the supplier
6. Periodic third party analysis to confirm the results

The current programme of continuous updating of the 
standards, analytical procedures, and instrumentation 
at CCAL will go a long way in ensuring that the latest 
available technology is used for analysis, which would be at par with international standards. Internal training of chemists 
on methods, systems and instrumentation keep the workforce confident and provides the best of service to the customers. 

AUTOMATED QUALITY ASSURANCE WITH ONLINE ANALYSERS
Process monitoring devices as well as other instruments will continue to evolve and play a prominent role in monitoring 
and controlling of the critical parameters of the manufacturing processes at CCAL. Precise information is required in time 
and is a vital tool for the process engineers in helping them make informed decisions. For this efficiency to be achieved, a 
total number of 27 meters/analysers were proposed to be installed. These would be covering the brine, electrolyser, chlorine, 
caustic evaporation plant, HCl plant, hypo plant and sulphate removal system (SRS). The total estimated cost of the project 
was Rs. 370 lakhs and the proposed implementation was in three phases. The estimated savings per annum was in the order 
of Rs. 96 lakhs.
 The objective of this installation was to have a precise and accurate online chemical analysis monitoring system in 
CCAL. This would smoothen operational processes, increase efficiency, optimize processes and control costs.
 As a trial experiment, the excess hydroxide and carbonate analyser was approved and was installed in the year 2008; this 
was followed by the installation of the turbidity meter and the hardness meter. The performance of these analysers has been 
satisfactory. Daily monitoring of these analysers, with laboratory analysis, provides assured data for process control and 
corrective actions. The total investment in this initiative was Rs. 59.58 lakhs. The benefits accrued after the implementation 
of this system were:
1. The system enabled process engineers to take quick informed decisions
2. Consistent quality of process streams could be ensured thus increasing the process efficiency and quality 
3.  Consistent quality of process streams enabled an increase in the equipment life of the electrolyzer which contributed to 

enormous savings
4. Quantity and quality of the analysis can be assured at all times
5. Smooth operation eases the work load on the process engineers and therefore has a positive impact on their productivity
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6.  Safety of workmen and material is ensured for the areas covered under the scope of this automation. 

WEATHER MONITORING UNIT
Quantitative risk assessment (QRA) is carried periodically in a 
chemical industry for having first-hand information on the risks 
and measures to be taken for preventing emergencies. In the 
QRA studies, changes in the wind speed and atmospheric stability 
affect the size and extent of the impact zones. By utilizing robust 
software for risk mapping, it is demonstrated that the risk contours 
is critically dependent on the wind speed/stability and direction 
combinations employed in the analysis. Hence, the data of wind 
speed and direction is very important for an industry like CCAL 
in dealing with emergencies and in the preparation and updating 
of the QRA.
 CCAL has in place a weather monitoring unit which is wireless, 
thus ensuring data collection even in worst weather conditions. 
The unit was purchased in 2009 for a cost of Rs.2.6 lakhs. For each 
parameter, there is a separate sensor which would sense, collect 
the data and transmit to the central processing unit. Some of  
the objectives that will be fulfilled by the weather monitoring unit 
are:
1.  Collection of data at all times of the day in a systematic 

manner which is helping CCAL in developing programs for the 
conservation of natural resources. 

2.  Quantification of the rainfall and the rainwater harvesting 

Testimonial from IMD, Chennai
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potential of CCAL is possible with the help of the weather monitoring unit.
3.  Provision of critical data during natural calamities like cyclone and hurricanes to the Indian Meteorological Department 

and local government departments is possible.
4.  The data of wind speed and direction is helpful in case of on-site and off-site emergency as the emergency responders 

need real-time information about the affected area and the maximum impact expected. The data would be useful in 
arriving at dispersion models which are used in assessing possible consequences and to support planning of the counter 
measures.

BIOMASS, CARBON STOCK, AND CERS
The standing biomass from all five pools in CCAL’s 
green belt is estimated around 275.90 tonnes per 
hectare,  which  is a sign of healthy forest cover. In the 
control site biomass stock per hectare was calculated 
as 53.49 tonnes and the difference was estimated as 
222.40 tonnes per hectare. Overall standing biomass 
stock within the CCAL’s green belt site of 10 hectare 
area was estimated as 2759.00 tonnes, while in control 
site it was 534 tonnes. Thus, the net difference was 
2224.03 tonnes.
 Similarly, the carbon stock from all the five carbon 
pools in one hectare was estimated as 180.52 tonnes, 
this includes the soil organic carbon. While, in the 
control site, carbon stock per hectare was calculated 
as 41.79 tonnes and the difference was estimated as 
138.72 tonnes per hectare. The overall carbon stock 

Composition of sampled flora
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from all the five carbon pools within the entire CCAL premises of 10 hectare area was estimated around 1805 tonnes, and in 
the control site it was 417.93 tonnes, resulting in the difference of 1387.29 tonnes. The CERs per hectare has been estimated 
around 662 in the CCAL premises as compared to 153 in the control site. The difference is of 509 CERs per hectare. The 
overall number of CERs within the CCAL premises of 10 hectares is around 6624 as compared to 1534 in the control sites, 
resulting in the difference of 5091 CERs in total.

Biodiversity and Ecological Analysis
The dense vegetation on the campus is an important indicator of perfect functioning of the industry without any chemical 
leakages, which would otherwise affect the vegetation in the immediate surroundings. The vegetation is dominated by 
individuals of few species of mixed nature – exotic and indigenous. Even though there are large numbers of indigenous 
species nurtured on the campus, their individuals are relatively less in comparison to the individuals of planted  
exotic species.

Abundance of sampled woody plants in girth classes

The girth class distribution shows Reverse J shaped curve i.e. presence of more number of individuals in growing stages. 
This is an opportunity to sequester more carbon till the vegetation reaches maturity and can be harvested sustainably. The 
occurrence of bird nests and termite mounds are indicators of ecologically active ecosystem. For an industrial campus 

Percentage abundance of Species
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like CCAL this is an extremely good indicator suggesting that company is following all the safety and pollution control 
measures.
 The CCAL green belt is immediately surrounded by the landscape dominated by habitations and hence it is an important 
green cover available in the locality along with the green campus of the Puducherry University.
 The higher percentage of indigenous species also needs to have higher abundance. The figure depicts that initial 13 
species cover 80% of the abundance of individuals. And out of 13 dominant species in the green belt, around 6 species are 
exotic. The highest abundance (15%) was observed for Acacia auriculiformis which is an exotic plant species. Thus, it can 
be concluded that the composition of flora within the plantation area of CCAL campus is dominated by the exotic species 
individuals.

PAPERLESS OFFICE
Business Challenge: Business pressures are forcing industries to reduce cost and efficiency, and the analytical laboratory 
of CCAL is no exception. Analytical laboratory is the one, where the business is waiting on the analysis results in a 
developmental process before making a decision or to release a batch of product or to supply a quality/tailor made product 
to the customer. Efficiency improvements are clearly and urgently required, but how a laboratory can plan to have improved 
efficiency, the answer is a paperless laboratory.  The paperless laboratory has been a dream to many industries, so much so 
with the advent of 21 CFR 11 that allows to work electronically and sign records with electronic signatures. Concepts such 
as “lab of the future” and the “paperless lab”  are becoming more common.
CCAL Approach: CCAL has a dedicated workforce and many of them are with the company for long.  With an aim to 
improve the efficiency, and cope up with company growth plans the proposal of the paperless office was mooted as a part of 
continual improvement. The paperless office has been designed to perform the function of analysis including calculations, 
log entries, inventory control, instrument validation, report generation and automatic communication. With this, the data 
collection, accuracy, and reporting protocols will improve leading to overall process efficiency.
Tangible Impacts: The initiative, costing Rs. 13 lakhs, is expected to eliminate the costs of paper-based systems while 
providing the bench level control and automation over procedures that QA/QC need to ensure that SOP requirements 
are being met each and every time. It is also expected to eliminate the problems of loss or misplacement of records and 
documents, and increase the security and confidentiality of the information.
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PROACTIVE ENGAGEMENT WITH SUPPLY CHAIN
CCAL works closely with their suppliers, vendors, dealers and channel partners with an ultimate goal to provide quality 
products and services to their customers. An example of how CCAL went out of their way to deliver a product which was 
well suited to their customer’s requirement is given below:
 Hydrogen generated from the membrane cell Chlor-alkali plant is saturated with moisture and carries sodium hydroxide 
and Oxygen in ppm levels. The moisture is removed by condensation of hot gas by cooling and then the sodium hydroxide 
is removed by washing with water in wash tower/filter. Thus, the normal hydrogen gas available for filling in cylinders has 
an oxygen level of < 20 ppm. A customer like Praxair Inc. requires high purity hydrogen gas of specification having oxygen 
content of less than 2 ppm and dew point of –60 Deg. C. In order to meet this requirement CCAL installed hydrogen 
purification unit called De-oxo unit to meet the customer’s requirement. After installing De-oxo unit CCAL has been 
supplying high pure hydrogen gas with less than 2 ppm oxygen to all its customers including Praxair.
 The following table gives a snapshot of the customers that CCAL has handled for resolving their non-compliance of 
Safety Requirements.

Name of the Customers Non-compliance reported Non-compliance resolved

Customers for Liquid Chlorine (2013-14)

People Chemicals Industry, Theni In-sufficient height of Barometric leg Barometric leg installed by the customer 
with a height of 10.33 meter.

 SCBA, KIT-B, Chlorine sensors not available Purchased SCBA, KIT-B, Chlorine sensors.

 Shed for storing the cylinders not available Storage shed provided

R K Chemicals, Pudukottai, Trichy Storage license to be renewed The party has renewed the storage license.

 In-sufficient height of Barometric leg Barometric leg installed by the customer 
with a hight of 10.33 meter

 SCBA, KIT-B, Chlorine sensors to be procured Purchased SCBA, KIT-B, Chlorine sensors.

Om Sakthi Chemicals, Erode Storage license not available Got the license from PESO

Customers for Hydrogen (2013-14)

K C C Refineries Earthing system not properly grounded Earthing system properly grounded

Shasun Pharmaceuticals Ltd., 
Cuddalore

Earthing system not properly grounded Earthing system properly grounded

 In-sufficient vehicle parking area The party has extended the parking area.

 Provision for unloading of pallets not available Guidelines are given for making facility to 
unload the pallets.

3F Industries Ltd., Nellore Husk was dumped near the Hydrogen unloading 
point

The customer has re-located the area.

Customers for Liquid Chlorine (2014-15)

Jaisri Chemicals, Erode The barometric leg was not available. Barometric leg installed by the customer 
with a height of 10.33 meter.

Yoke adapter system with H.T. hose Changed with copper tube

Sri Senthur Murugan Chemtech 
Namakkal

Storage license not available Suggested to supply only 5 cylinders

Srinivasa Chemicals, Erode Yoke adopter system with H.T. hose The customer has not come back to us

Storage license not available

Customers for Hydrogen (2014-15)

SSD Oil Mills Flooring at the unloading point was not strengthened Flooring was strengthened
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CCAL maintains very stringent standards for the site inspection of its hydrogen and chlorine customers. The following are 
the key criteria which are inspected by CCAL before its routine deliveries to the customers:

Distance from Chimney > 50 Mtrs

From Electrical HT transformer > 20 Mtrs

No cable or transmission line over fenced area of installation structures > 10 Mtrs

Safety during passage from factory gate to gas station > 7 Mtrs

Fencing around unloading station 

Warning boards “No Smoking “ & “No matches”

Ground stopper for lorry for protecting unloading station

Space for 2 lorries for unloading and for parking third lorry

Sides open sloping roof shed for 2 lorries – recommended size 8 mtrs x 8 mtrs

Flooring & space for lorry parking and manoeuvrability

Main earth pit next to unloading station with flexible cable and clamp for connecting lorry manifold. Suggested 6 mtrs length.

Connectivity looping at flanges at the unloading station in pipeline. 

In case of long pipelines additional earthing to be done every 20 Mtrs.

PVC pipeline not allowed. Tube has to be conductive.

Earth pit to be built in such a way that water dousing can be done during dry conditions. 

TRANSPORTATION OF CHEMICALS TO CUSTOMERS
Since CCAL transports its products to the premises of the customers, it maintains high standards for the drivers and the 
vehicles which are being used for transportation. The following is a point-wise checklist that is checked for all the vehicles 
and drivers who are transporting CCAL’s products to the customers:
1.  All finished goods truck drivers should have valid driving license with hazardous endorsement given by the state 

government authority. Above license will be verified by security personnel at the time of entry in to the CCAL premises 
and also will be counter checked by the safety officer.

2. All finished goods truck shall have emergency information panel (EIP) on 3 sides.
3. All finished goods truck drivers shall undergo safety training periodically by the safety department
4. All chlorine truck shall have cylinders with valve hood to prevent valve damage.
5. All hydrogen manifold trucks have GPRS to monitor the speed and movement of the truck.
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6. Movement of all hydrogen 
manifold trucks is restricted 
between 11.00 PM and 5.00 
AM.

7. CCAL is maintaining an 
emergency kit for each 
chemical to handle in an 
emergency situation.

8. CCAL has made a mutual aid 
agreement with AMAI (Alkali 
Manufacturers’ Association of 
India).

9.  Periodical checking of trucks 
by the mechanical engineer 
once in 6 months for contract 
vehicles and once in a month  
for non-contract vehicles

CCAL has instituted the process for the installation of GPRS in all the trucks operated by CCAL or its suppliers. In the 
reporting period, GPRS were installed in 22 trucks owned by CCAL. The GPRS allows CCAL to monitor the movement of 
the trucks real-time. In the reporting period, out of 2905 trucks operated by its suppliers and contractors, 5 were fined by 
CCAL as they failed to qualify the check points and audit requirements. 

EHS Training for CCAL Contractors 

S. 
No. 

Name of  
Training

2013-14 2014-15 

No. of Trainings No. of Participants No. of Trainings No. of 
Participants

1 EHS Induction 369 1078 98 509

2 Fire Fighting 11 94 5 45

3 Defensive Training 35 117 33 96

4 OLAR/SCBA 1 8

5 ERP 1 22 4 25

 416 1311 141 683

In its endeavour to build capacity and help practice safe and sustainable operations by its suppliers and contractors, CCAL 
regularly conducts training for its contractors and suppliers on aspects on EHS. In the reporting year, CCAL has conducted 
141 training programs covering over 680 participants. The previous year 2013-14 witnessed a leap in the number of training 
programs and participants owing to the revamping project of Plant I.  
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TESTIMONIALS FROM CUSTOMERS AND SUPPLIERS

Yokogawa India Limited 
Suppliers of DCS and Field Process Instruments to CCAL’s first membrane plant in India 

We appreciate Chemfab’s initiatives towards Innovative Technology, their dedication to ethics and lawful  
business. We wish to have a long standing business relationship with Chemfab for a sustainable future. 

S Chockalingam, Deputy General Manager 
System Sales, Southern Region

Venture Lighting India Limited 
Suppliers of metal halide lamp for CCAL

Being a certified ISO 14001 and 9001 company their  
commitment towards environment and quality is remarkable.

S Kamban, Joint General Manager

GHCL Limited 
Suppliers of Industrial grade salt for more than five years

We really appreciate their quality conscious and dedication to ethics and lawful business. 

P Sundar Raj, Regional Head 
Institutional (Sales)

The Travancore – Cochin Chemicals Ltd 
Uses CCAL’s Analytical facility to analyse feed brine to electrolysers

CCAL has experience and expertise in analysing brine having high NaCl concentration. Being in the 
same field, they are well aware of the importance and implication of impurity levels in brine and so 

they carry out the analysis with high level of precision and accuracy. The analysis results were almost 
matching with our analysis figures and the service offered by them is also satisfactory.

N. Abdul Jaleel, Manager (Purchase)
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Orient Paper Mills, Caustic Soda Unit 
Uses CCAL’s Analytical facility for analysing feed brine

The response and approach regarding testing of samples and delivery of reports is very good. CCAL gives us quick 
service with high accuracy in results. Their behaviour in business is very good. We suggest to other chemical plants  
to make business with CCAL who requires specific chemical parameters testing by ICP-OES method in ppb level.

S. S. Tyagi, Senior Manager

ThyssenKrupp Uhde Chlorine Engineers (Japan) Ltd 
Technology Supplier for CCAL

One thing about working with Chemfab that will stand out, is the way they tirelessly pursue 
the vision of efficiency, safety and conservation of natural resources. With great attention to 

detail, they are careful to ensure every element lives up to the highest standards. From project 
conception to execution and operation, Chemfab will go above and beyond all expectations.

Hamamoto Ken, Manager, Sales Department

DCM Shriram, Shriram Alkali & Chemicals 
Uses CCAL’s Analytical facility to analyse brine and other chloralkali products

The customer service, technical expertise and guaranteed quality of the analysis has been the hallmark of 
Chemfab. The analytical reports of the samples have really helped us in improving our process and betterment 

of our electrolyser performance. Chemfab with its ten years of experience and technical expertise has set a 
new benchmark in analytical service and we would not hesitate to recommend this service to other chloralkali 

industry in India and aboard. Their level of quality, consistency and service has delivered consistent  
growth over the last few years and we look forward to continuing this partnership in the years to come.

Umesh Mehta, Assistant General Manager – QA

DCW Ltd 
Using CCAL’s Analytical facility for analysing brine and caustic soda samples for trace and heavy metal analysis

We are quite satisfied with the accuracy of the test results and the timely delivery of the reports, which has 
benefited DCW in improving our Electrolyser performance. The friendly interaction and the technical skills 
and expertise of Chemfab are commendable. Our expectation as a customer has been fulfilled by all means 
and we would like to have a long term association and business relationship with Chemfab Alkalis Limited.

V. Jayasekharan, Deputy General Manager (QC & Lab)
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Shasun Pharmaceuticals Ltd 
Customer of CCAL’s caustic related products and hydrogen supplies

We place on record that services extended by Chemfab Alkalis to us is 
remarkable and satisfactory for more than two decades. As one of our key major 
suppliers, we would like to have a long standing business relationship with them.

Authorised Company Spokesperson

Technochlor 
Conducted safety audit of CCAL plant in Kalapet, Puducherry

I have been very happy and proud to learn from CCAL that most of the recommendations 
made during the safety audit in accordance with Euro Chlor have been more or less addressed 

and that the negative pressure system was appreciated by the local statutory authorities. 

Dr Guy Mesrobian, Techno Chlor Chairman,  
Ex-Technical and Safety Manager, Euro Chlor 

Bertrams Chemical Plants Ltd 
Supplier of caustic concentration plant for CCAL

Chemfab understands the high standards that our company have and are most efficient in delivering well 
within time limits without compromising on safety and environment. The commissioning of the plant was 

smooth and all the desired results were achieved. I would highly recommend working with them.

Remo Flury 

The Chemours India Pvt Ltd (DuPont) 
Supplies different types of membranes to CCAL

CCAL has been a responsible company focussing on efficiency, environment, and process 
safety. The hallmark of Chemfab is its commitment towards ethics and lawful business and 

conducts the business with responsibility, integrity, fairness, transparency and honesty.

V.G. Rao, Business Manager
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SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES – INDICATORS

Aspect: Economic Performance

EC1: Direct Economic Value Generated and Distributed

Particulars Amount (in Rs.)

2013 – 2014 2014 – 2015

Economic Value Generated Revenue Generated 133,20,03,344 130,72,70,284

Economic Value Distributed Operating costs 83,43,76,815 89,38,00,325

Employee Wages and Benefits 7,65,79,608 8,03,82,537

Payments to Providers of Capital 1,14,64,621 1,14,64,621

Payments to government 26,69,42,287 23,85,16,579

Community investments - 13,68,765

Economic Value Retained 14,26,40,013 8,17,37,457

EC3: Coverage of the Organization’s Defined Benefit Plan

Particulars Amount (in Rs.)

2013 – 2014 2014 – 2015

Gratuity (Liability as on Balance Sheet Date)  29,55,308 62,48,621

Provident Fund Contribution 54,93,334  51,18,636

Super Annuation Contribution 13,58,936 13,39,212

Total 98,07,578 127,06,469

Aspect: Indirect Economic Impacts
EC7, 8: Development and Impact of Infrastructure Investments and Services Supported; and Indirect 
Economic Impacts

Year Significant Infrastructure 
Developments

Current or Expected Impacts on 
Communities and Local Economies

Nature and Extent of Impact (Positive or 
Negative)

2013-14 Rs. 24.78 Lakhs Rs. 76.51 Lakhs 
(Contribution to Temples, Schools, etc.)

Positive – Financial assistance to village, 
panchayat, schools, etc.

2014-15 Rs. 5.05 Lakhs Rs. 146.72 Lakhs 
(Contribution to Temples, Schools, etc.)

Positive – Financial assistance to village, 
panchayat, schools, etc.
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Aspect: Energy
EN5

Total Energy Consumption (Tonnes of oil equivalent) Energy Intensity (Energy (TOE) /MT of caustic)

2013-14 2014-15 2013-14 2014-15

9673.36 9442.80 0.2932 0.2862

EN 1

Type of Energy Used
Unit

Amount of Energy Usage in Reporting Period

2013-14 2014-15

Diesel KL  45.6  148.77 

LPG Kgs 4085 3420 

Biogas Cu.M NIL 66.3 

Furnace Oil MT 585.58 586.91 

Hydrogen NM3 3461813 3427156 

Electricity Kwh 94703550 91000650 

Steam generated from waste heat Kgs 6090564 5836494

Aspect: Overall 
EN 31

Particulars Amount Spent on the Environment Protection Mechanism Techniques  
(in Rs. Lakhs)

2013-14 2014-15

Education and training 6.47 4.37

External services for environmental management & 
External certification of management systems

19.33 27.89

Extra expenditures to install cleaner technologies (such 
as additional cost beyond standard technologies)

Nil 4565.35

Extra expenditures on green purchases Nil 1.76

Research and development 85.02 101.86

TOTAL 110.82 4701.23
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Aspect: Effluent and Waste
EN22

Reporting 
Period

Volume of 
Discharged 

Water (cu.m)

Quality of Discharged Water Destination of 
Discharged Water

Was the water 
treated before 

discharge (YES/NO)

Method of 
Treatment of Water

PLANT

2013-14 1905 Analysis yearly average : pH: 6.98 
TSS:13.82 mgpl TRC: Nil 

Marine outfall Yes pH adjustment and 
settling

2014-15 2589 Analysis yearly average : pH: 7.02 
TSS: 13.86 mgpl TRC : Nil COD: 
74.33 mgpl BOD: 23.30 mgpl

Marine outfall Yes pH adjustment and 
settling

STP- II (FACTORY)

2013-14 2062 Analysis yearly average : DO: 5.67 
BOD: 19.17 mgpl COD:63.17 mgpl 
Oil and grease: 0.28 mgpl

For Horticulture/
Gardening

Yes Packaged STP

2014-15 1799 Analysis yearly average : DO: 5.42 
BOD: 23.5 mgpl COD: 35.58 mgpl 
Oil and grease: 0.21 mgpl

For Horticulture/
Gardening

Yes Packaged STP

STP- I (COLONY + CANTEEN)

2013-14 2884 Analysis yearly average : DO: 4.37 
mgpl BOD: 32.5 mgpl COD: 63.5 
mgpl Oil and grease: 2.83 mgpl

Make-up water for 
the lichlor cooling 
tower

Yes Packaged STP

2014-15 3022 Analysis yearly average : DO:4.3 
mgpl BOD: 25.13 mgpl COD: 42.96 
mgpl Oil and grease: 3.10 mgpl

Make-up water for 
the lichlor cooling 
tower

Yes Packaged STP

Aspect: Materials
EN1

Reporting Period Quantity Produced Name of Raw Materials Used 
in Production of Product

Weight of Material used per 
Unit of Product Produced

Chlorine Gas

2013-14 20039 MT Raw Salt

2014-15 20898 MT Raw Salt

Hydrogen Gas

2013-14 23.13 MCM Raw Salt

2014-15 26.28 MCM Raw Salt

Caustic

2013-14 32996 MT Raw Salt 1.77 Ton / Ton

2014-15 32999 MT Raw Salt 1.78 Ton / Ton
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Aspect: Effluent and Waste
EN 23

Year Waste Category/Name 
of Waste Stream

Weight of Waste 
Discharged

Nature of Waste – 
Hazardous/ Non-Hazardous

Waste Management Method 

2013-14 Brine mud 2479.75 MT Non-Hazardous Re-used for bunding of salt pans in salt fields

2014-15 Brine mud 1948.84 MT Non-Hazardous Re-used for bunding of salt pans in salt fields

Aspect – Emissions

Particulars Unit
Reporting Period

2013-14 2014-15

EN 15 – Direct Green house Gas (GHG) emissions

Total Direct Emission (Scope 1) MTCO2e 1801.395 2089.971

EN 16 – Indirect Green house Gas (GHG) emissions

Total Indirect Emission (Scope 2) MTCO2e 90101.516 86578.555

EN 18 – Green house Gas emissions intensity

Emission intensity by production GHG Intensity per  
MT of caustic

2.687

EN 19 - Reduction of Green House Gases (GHG) Emissions

GHG Emissions Reductions Achieved MTCO2e 0.098

Aspect: Employment
LA1

Age Group
New Employees Hired

In Each Age Group Age Group
Employees Attrition
In Each Age Group

2013-14 2014-15 2013-14 2014-15

18 – 30 28 13 18 – 30 10 08

30 – 40 07 02 30 – 40 07 04

40 – 50 05 03 40 – 50 07 06

50 - Above 02 00 50 - Above 05 02

Aspect: Anti-Corruption
SO 6

Number of 
Governing Body 
Members in the 

organization

Number of Governing 
Body Members 

communicated about 
anti-corruption policies 

and procedures

Number of 
Employees 

in the 
organization

Number of 
Employees 

communicated 
about anti-

corruption policies 
and procedures

Number of 
Business 

Partners of the 
Organization

Number of Business 
Partners of the 
organization 

communicated about 
anti-corruption policies 

and procedures

4 Yes, communicated 
through Appointment 
Orders and certified 

Standing Orders

175 All 5 (Directors) All

CA
TE

GO
RY

: E
NV

IR
ON

M
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T
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Aspect: Training and Education
LA9 to LA11

Employee 
Category

Number of Employees in Each 
Category

Total Hours of  
Training 

Number of Employees receiving 
regular performance and career 

development review

2013 – 2014 2014 - 2015 2013 – 2014 2014 - 2015 2013 – 2014 2014 - 2015

Senior 
Management

22 18 227.30 238

Middle 
Management

77 79 3398.05 1478.40

Shopfloor 
Personnel

72 72 1532 437

TOTAL 171 169 5152.35 2153.4 118 131

Aspect: Diversity and Equal Opportunity
LA12

Individuals in the Governing Body as per Age category Employees in the Organization as per Age category

Age Group 2013-14 2014 - 15 Age Group 2013-14 2014 - 15

18 – 30 18 – 30 50 44

30 – 40 30 – 40 43 41

40 – 50 03 03 40 – 50 60 65

50 - Above 50 - Above 13 17

Aspect: Occupational Health and Safety
S. No. Name of  

Training
2013-14 2014-15 

No. of Trainings No. of Participants No. of Trainings No. of Participants

1 EHS Induction 142 658 87 456

2 Fire Fighting 18 250 16 93

3 Defensive Training 24 105 15 68

4 TNA Topics 14 54

5 PSM 8 62

6 BSIQ 10 21 8 18

7 OLAR/SCBA 8 81 8 54

8 ERP 7 115 5 96

9 First aid 1 13

10 Work permit 3 34   

 212 1264 162 914

CA
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GRI CONTENT INDEX

General Standard Disclosures

General Standard 
Disclosure Disclosure Title Page Number 

(or weblink)
Identified 

Omissions(s)
Reasons for 
Omission(s)

Explanation for 
Omission(s)

Strategy and Analysis

G4 - 1

Provide a statement from the 
most senior decision-maker of the 
organization (such as CEO, chair, 
or equivalent senior position) about 
the relevance of sustainability to the 
organization and the organization’s 
strategy for addressing sustainability

3 - 4

Organizational Profile

G4 - 3 Report the name of the organization. 8

G4 - 4 Report the primary brands, products, 
and services. 8

G4 - 5 Report the location of the organization’s 
headquarters. 9

G4 - 6

Report the number of countries where 
the organization operates, and names of 
countries where either the organization 
has significant operations or that are 
specifically relevant to the sustainability 
topics covered in the report.

8 - 9

G4 - 7 Report the nature of ownership and 
legal form. 8

G4 - 8

Report the markets served (including 
geographic breakdown, sectors 
served, and types of customers and 
beneficiaries).

8

G4 - 9

Report the scale of the organization, 
including:
•  Total number of employees 
• Total number of operations
•  Net sales (for private sector 

organizations) or net revenues (for 
public sector organizations)

•  Total capitalization broken down in 
terms of debt and equity (for private 
sector organizations)

•  Quantity of products or services 
provided

8, 50, 18

G4 - 10

a.  Report the total number of 
employees by an employment 
contract and gender.

b.  Report the total number of 
permanent employees by 
employment type and gender.

50, 52, 81, 82
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General Standard 
Disclosure Disclosure Title Page Number 

(or weblink)
Identified 

Omissions(s)
Reasons for 
Omission(s)

Explanation for 
Omission(s)

c.  Report the total workforce by 
employees and supervised workers 
and by gender.

d.  Report the total workforce by region 
and gender.

e.  Report whether a substantial 
portion of the organization’s work 
is performed by workers who are 
legally recognized as self-employed, 
or by individuals other than 
employees or supervised workers, 
including employees and supervised 
employees of contractors.

f.  Report any significant variations 
in employment numbers (such as 
seasonal variations in employment 
in the tourism or agricultural 
industries).

G4 - 11
Report the percentage of total 
employees covered by collective 
bargaining agreements.

8

G4 - 12 Describe the organization’s supply chain. 9

G4 - 13

Report any significant changes 
during the reporting period regarding 
the organization’s size, structure, 
ownership, or its supply chain, 
including:
•  Changes in the location of, or changes 

in, operations, including facility 
openings, closings, and expansions

•  Changes in the share capital 
structure and other capital formation, 
maintenance, and alteration 
operations (for private sector 
organizations)

•  Changes in the location of suppliers, 
the structure of the supply chain, or in 
relationships with suppliers, including 
selection and termination

N/A

This is 
CCAL’s first 

Sustainability 
Report

G4 - 14
Report whether and how the 
precautionary approach or principle is 
addressed by the organization.

3 - 4, 22 - 24

G4 - 15

List externally developed economic, 
environmental and social charters, 
principles or other initiatives to which 
the organization subscribes or which it 
endorses.

9
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General Standard 
Disclosure Disclosure Title Page Number 

(or weblink)
Identified 

Omissions(s)
Reasons for 
Omission(s)

Explanation for 
Omission(s)

G4 - 16

List memberships of associations (such 
as industry associations) and national 
or international advocacy organizations 
in which the organization:
•  Holds a position on the governance 

body
• Participates in projects or committees
•  Provides substantive funding beyond 

routine membership dues
• Views membership as strategic

9

Identified Material Aspects and Boundaries

G4 - 17

List all entities included in the 
organization’s consolidated financial 
statements or equivalent documents.
b. Report whether any entity included in 
the organization’s consolidated financial 
statements or equivalent documents is 
not covered by the report. 

18, 78

G4 - 18

a.  Explain the process for defining 
the report content and the Aspect 
Boundaries.

b.  Explain how the organization 
has implemented the Reporting 
Principles for Defining Report 
Content.

14, 15  

G4 - 19 List all the material Aspects identified in 
the process for defining report content. 15  

G4 - 20

For each material Aspect, report 
the Aspect Boundary within the 
organization, as follows:
•  Report whether the Aspect is material 

within the organization
•  If the Aspect is not material for all 

entities within the organization (as 
described in G4-17), select one of the 
following two approaches and report 
either:

–  The list of entities or groups of 
entities included in G4-17 for which 
the Aspect is not material or

–  The list of entities or groups of 
entities included in G4-17 for which 
the Aspects is material

•  Report any specific limitation 
regarding the Aspect Boundary within 
the organization

15  
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General Standard 
Disclosure Disclosure Title Page Number 

(or weblink)
Identified 

Omissions(s)
Reasons for 
Omission(s)

Explanation for 
Omission(s)

G4 - 21

For each material Aspect, report 
the Aspect Boundary outside the 
organization, as follows:
•  Report whether the Aspect is material 

outside of the organization
•  If the Aspect is material outside of 

the organization, identify the entities, 
groups of entities or elements for 
which the Aspect is material. In 
addition, describe the geographical 
location where the Aspect is material 
for the entities identified

•  Report any specific limitation 
regarding the Aspect Boundary 
outside the organization

15  

G4 - 22

Report the effect of any restatements 
of information provided in previous 
reports, and the reasons for such 
restatements.

N/A

 This is 
CCAL’s first 

Sustainability 
Report

G4 - 23
Report significant changes from 
previous reporting periods in the Scope 
and Aspect Boundaries.

N/A

  This is 
CCAL’s first 

Sustainability 
Report

Stakeholder Engagement

G4 - 24 Provide a list of stakeholder groups 
engaged by the organization. 14

G4 - 25
Report the basis for identification and 
selection of stakeholders with whom to 
engage.

14

G4 - 26

Report the organization’s approach to 
stakeholder engagement, including the 
frequency of engagement by type and 
by stakeholder group, and an indication 
of whether any of the engagement was 
undertaken specifically as part of the 
report preparation process.

14

G4 - 27

Report key topics and concerns that 
have been raised through stakeholder 
engagement, and how the organization 
has responded to those key topics 
and concerns, including through its 
reporting. Report the stakeholder 
groups that raised each of the key 
topics and concerns. 

14

Report Profile

G4 - 28 Reporting period (such as fiscal or 
calendar year) for information provided.

Inside Back 
Cover  
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General Standard 
Disclosure Disclosure Title Page Number 

(or weblink)
Identified 

Omissions(s)
Reasons for 
Omission(s)

Explanation for 
Omission(s)

G4 - 29 Date of most recent previous report  
(if any). N/A  

This is 
CCAL’s first 

Sustainability 
Report

G4 - 30 Reporting cycle   Inside Back 
Cover  

G4 - 31 Provide the contact point for questions 
regarding the report or its contents. 9  

G4 - 32

a.  Report the ‘in accordance’ option the 
organization has chosen.

b.  Report the GRI Content Index for the 
chosen option.

c.  Report the reference to the External 
Assurance Report, if the report 
has been externally assured. GRI 
recommends the use of external 
assurance but it is not a requirement 
to be ‘in accordance’ with the 
Guidelines.

Inside Back 
Cover  

G4 - 33

a.  Report the organization’s policy 
and current practice with regard to 
seeking external assurance for the 
report.

b.  If not included in the assurance 
report accompanying the 
sustainability report, report the scope 
and basis of any external assurance 
provided.

c.  Report the relationship between 
the organization and the assurance 
providers.

d.  Report whether the highest 
governance body or senior 
executives are involved in seeking 
assurance for the organization’s 
sustainability report.

N/A

CCAL plans to 
engage with 
an external 
assurer in 

subsequent 
years

Governance

G4 - 34

Report the governance structure of the 
organization, including committees 
of the highest governance body. 
Identify any committees responsible 
for decision-making on economic, 
environmental and social impacts.

10, 11

Ethics and Integrity

G4 - 56

Describe the organization’s values, 
principles, standards, and norms of 
behavior such as codes of conduct
and codes of ethics.

10
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Specific Standard Disclosures

Specific Standard 
Disclosure Disclosure Title Page Number 

(or web-link)
Identified 

Omissions(s)
Reasons for 
Omission(s)

Explanation for 
Omission(s)

Economic Indicators

DMA: Economic 
Disclosures

Aspect: Economic Performance

EC 1 Economic Value Generated and 
Distributed 18, 78

EC 3 Coverage of Organization’s Benefit Plan 
Obligations 18, 58, 78

EC 4 Financial Assistance from Government N/A

Aspect: Indirect Economic Impacts

EC 7 Development and Impact of 
Infrastructure and Services

19, 40 - 46, 
78

EC 8 Significant Indirect Economic Impacts 19

Aspect: Procurement Practices

EC 9
Proportion of spending on local 
suppliers at significant locations of 
operations

9

Environmental Indicators

DMA: 
Environment 
Disclosures

22

Aspect: Materials

EN 1 Materials Used by Weight 25, 26, 80

EN 2 Percentage of Materials Used that are 
Recycled Input Materials 25

Aspect: Energy

EN 3 Energy consumption within the 
organization 26, 79

EN 5 Energy Intensity 26, 79

Aspect: Water

EN 8 Total water withdrawal by source 29

EN 9 Water sources significantly affected by 
withdrawal of water 29, 80

EN 10 Percentage and total volume of water 
recycled and reused 29, 80

Aspect: Biodiversity

EN 12 Description of significant impacts on 
biodiversity 33, 66, 67
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Specific Standard 
Disclosure Disclosure Title Page Number 

(or web-link)
Identified 

Omissions(s)
Reasons for 
Omission(s)

Explanation for 
Omission(s)

Aspect: Emissions

EN 15 Direct greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions (Scope 1) 26, 81

EN 16 Energy indirect greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions (Scope 2) 26, 81

EN 18 Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions intensity 26, 81

EN 19 Reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions 26, 81

Aspect: Effluents and Waste

EN 22 Total Water discharge by quality and 
destination 32, 80

EN 23 Total weight of waste by type and 
disposal method 25, 26, 81

Aspect: Products and Services

EN 27
Extent of impact mitigation of 
environmental impacts of products  
and services

70 - 72

Aspect: Overall

EN 31 Total environment protection 
expenditures and investment by type 62, 79

Aspect: Environmental Grievance Mechanisms

EN 34 Number of grievances about 
environment impacts filed 70

Social Indicators

Specific Standard 
Disclosure Disclosure Title Page Number 

(or web-link)
Identified 

Omissions(s)
Reasons for 
Omission(s)

Explanation for 
Omission(s)

DMA: Social 
Disclosures 50

SUB-CATEGORY: LABOR PRACTICES AND DECENT WORK

Aspect : Employment

LA 1 Total number and rates of new hires by 
gender, region 81

LA 2 Benefits provided to full-time employees 
not provided to temp / part-time 78

Aspect: Occupational Health and Safety

LA 5

Percentage of total workforce
represented in formal joint management-
worker health and safety committees that 
help monitor and advise on occupational 
health and safety programs

18
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Specific Standard 
Disclosure Disclosure Title Page Number 

(or web-link)
Identified 

Omissions(s)
Reasons for 
Omission(s)

Explanation for 
Omission(s)

LA 6 Rates of injury, diseases, lost days and 
absenteeism 34

LA 7 Workers with high risk of occupational 
diseases 34 - 36

LA 8 Health Safety topics covered in formal 
agreements with trade unions 58

Aspect: Training and Education

LA 9 Average hours of training per year per 
employee by gender 55, 56, 82

LA 10 Programs for skill management and 
lifelong learning 50 - 53

LA 11
Percentage of employees receiving 
regular performance and career 
development reviews

82

Aspect: Diversity and Equal Opportunity

LA 12

Composition of governance bodies and 
breakdown of employees per employee 
category according to gender, age 
group, minority group membership, 
and other indicators of diversity

10, 11, 54, 82

Aspect: Equal Remuneration for Women and Men

LA 13
Ratio of basic salary and remuneration 
of women to men by employee category, 
by significant locations of operation

N/A

Aspect: Supplier Assessment for Labor Practices

LA 14 Percentage of new suppliers that were 
screened using labor practices criteria 70 - 72

LA 15
Significant actual and potential 
negative impacts for labor practices in 
the supply chain

70 - 72

Aspect: Labor Practices Grievance Mechanisms

LA 16
Number of grievances about labor 
practices filed, addressed, and resolved 
through formal grievance mechanisms

58 - 59

SUB-CATEGORY: HUMAN RIGHTS

Aspect: Non-discrimination

HR 3
Total number of incidents of 
discrimination and corrective  
actions taken

58
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Specific Standard 
Disclosure Disclosure Title Page Number 

(or web-link)
Identified 

Omissions(s)
Reasons for 
Omission(s)

Explanation for 
Omission(s)

Aspect: Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining

HR 4

Operations and suppliers identified in 
which the right to exercise freedom of 
association and collective bargaining 
may be violated or at significant risk, 
and measures taken to support these 
rights

58

Aspect: Child labour

HR 5

Operations and suppliers as having 
significant risk for incidents of 
child labour and measures taken to 
contribute to the effective abolition of 
child labour

53

Aspect: Forced or Compulsory Labour

HR 6

Operations and suppliers identified as 
having significant risk for incidents 
of forced or compulsory labour 
and measures to contribute to the 
elimination of all forms of forced or 
compulsory labour

53

Aspect: Human Rights Grievance Mechanism

HR 12
Number of grievances about human 
rights filed, addressed and resolved 
through formal grievance mechanisms

53, 58, 59

SUB-CATEGORY: SOCIETY

Aspect: Local Communities

SO 1

Percentage of operations with 
implemented local community 
engagement, impact assessments, and 
development programs

40, 46, 47

SO 2
Operations with significant actual and 
potential negative impacts on local 
communities

40

Aspect: Anti-corruption

SO 3

Total number and percentage of 
operations assessed for risks related 
to corruption and the significant risks 
identified

53

SO 4 Communication and training on anti-
corruption policies and procedures 53, 81

Aspect: Grievance Mechanisms for Impacts on Society

SO 11
Number of grievances about impacts on 
society filed, addressed, and resolved 
through formal grievance mechanisms

58
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Specific Standard 
Disclosure Disclosure Title Page Number 

(or web-link)
Identified 

Omissions(s)
Reasons for 
Omission(s)

Explanation for 
Omission(s)

SUB-CATEGORY: PRODUCT RESPONSIBILITY

Aspect: Customer Health and Safety

PR 1

Percentage of significant product and 
service categories for which health 
and safety impacts are assessed for 
improvement

70 - 72

PR 2

Total number of incidents of non-
compliance with regulations and 
voluntary codes concerning the health 
and safety impacts of products and 
services during their life cycle

72

Aspect: Product and Service Labelling

PR 5 Results of surveys measuring customer 
satisfaction 73 - 75



About the 
REPORT

CCAL’s first Sustainability Report is a reflection of its efforts 
on responsible business practices across the economic, 
social and environmental parameters of the Global 
Reporting Initiative (GRI) G4 Guidelines. The GRI G4 
index is available in the GRI G4 Content Index section of 
the report. 

The Report is prepared ‘in accordance’ with the Core 
option of GRI G4 Guidelines. The report boundary is 
CCAL’s operations in the Chlor-alkali Division in Kalapet, 
Puducherry for the period April 2014 – March 2015. The 
baseline year is 2013-14.

The information in the Economic Performance section 
has been reported in consultation with the company’s 
Annual Report 2014-15. The Annual Report is prepared in 
accordance with Companies Act, 2013 and has been audited 
by independent external auditors- M/s Deloitte Haskins & 
Sells. The data on environment and social parameters is 
based on official CCAL documents and records. It has not 
been independently verified.




